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ABSTRACT

Pourashavas in Bangladesh are faced with increasing

fiuancial problems. Lack of revenue constraint~ the

urban governments to undertake development works of

badly needed infrastructure and utility services' and

maintain the existing ones at satisfactory level.

Strengthening of financial position of these govern-

ments is necessary to improve urban living conditions

and reduce pressur!"s on the national budget.

The present study is aimed at exploring the possibility

of mobilising additional local resources from the

Pourashavas. Four Pourashavas! "ere sampled out for

in-depth study. The research' came out 1"ith results

that indicate that there is scope for greater resource

mobilisation from the urban areas of Bangladesh.

The Pourashavas can generate much more resource from

land based taxes by correcting valuation. of property

and timely collections. Also, there lies scope for,
increased resources from bysine.ss and acti vity based

taxes and through maximisation of income from own

property by putting those in their best pos6ible uses.

Government grant can also be used to help generate

local resources if a portion of it is disbursed on

the basis of revenue collection performances.
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The major problems which hinder larger.resource mobili-

sation are, poor assessment and collecti0!1 of holding

tax, under valuation of property during transfer,

inelasticity of revenue from business taxes, lack

of training of employees" poor administration, and

incomplete record-keeping.
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1 .1

INTRODUCTION

The Problem

Public financial management is undertaken in both
state and local levels. There is no clear-cut pattern
in management between these two tiers in the global
context. Even it is difficult to. distinguish between
them in a country or region or between two points
of time within the same jurisdiction. Changing circums-

,
tances change the limits of the.setwo concepts and
even the limits cannot be ascertained in a place
where overlappings are most common.

Pourashavas are one. of the tiers of local governments
in Bangladesh. There is both cooperation as ~ell
as separation of activities between the Pourashavas
and' the central government in regards administration,
financial management, maintenance of law and order,
preservation of environment, maintenance of health,
education and recreation facilities, development
of infrastructure etc. The present order of responsibi-
Iity sharing. has been maintained in the country for
a long time. The present conditions in the Pourashavas
require some serious attention since these local
governments are unable to maintain a satisfactory
standard of civic facilities, cannot mobilise resources
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'.at the required level and cannot impose taxes and
rates at anywhere near the official rat~s. These
three problems necessisates research into these areas
for finding solutions. Research may be directed
along two lines for a new relationship between
the centre and the local entities regarding responsibi-
Iity sharing and resource generation and for looking
into new sources of financing and using existing
tax 'and revenue devices more intensively keeping
the present arrangement unchanged.

The author is interested in the second line of research.
However, he believes that an optimal solution may
only be given after proper assessment of the whole
gamut of affairs related to local governments in
Bangladesh. Pourashavas 'are one of the local bodies
and issues related to finance of these bodies are
important part of the whole body of knowledge in
this regard. The present thesis is an attempt to
contribute to that effort. In particular, it will
examine the financial aspects of several Pourashavas
of Bangladesh, specially dealing with the major sources
of revenues, including central grant.
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1.2 Need for Pourashava Resource Generation

Bangladesh, for more than three decades followed
a process of top-down planning for accelerating the
pace of economic growth. Within the framework of
a strong centrally controlled, economy, functioned
some local governments at differ~nt levels because
these were necessary mostly to maintain the democratic
atmosphere in the country and less importantly to
siphon off resources from direct taxes. In the urban'
areas resource generation was easier because of greater
degree of monetisation and because the wealthier
groups resided there who had a lower marginal.

income. The need for resources
is also more in urban .areaswhere costly public services
are to be provided for the inhabitants both for reasons
of better hygiene and for' helping these prosper as
growth centres. The receipients of the benefits

areas.
of these are mostly the permanent settlers of these

Also the benefits. are due to the temporary
citizens and the commuters who equally receive the
opportunities of better employment, better transport
and recreation facilities, profitable scope for buying
and selling their products, health and education
facilities etc. :For these the town people are more
liable to be benefit charged than the people of lowly
served areaSl
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From such an observation the need for resource mobilisa-

tion at the urban areas become conclusive. The q.uestion

here is who to supply the services to the urban dwellers

and who to collect the benefit chargeS from them.

The central government can directly take these respon-

sibilities, an urban autonomous body can also do

it, and .also the dual support of .these two can help

the local bodies. If we look around the world to

-select from these three alternatives we find that

the third one is the most suitable as in most cities

and towns throughout,' except the East European coun-

tries, maintain a government grant programme for

their urban areas to supplement own resources.

In Bangladesh also, a grant-in-aid programme has

been in effect for more than hundred years to keep

the urban people reasonably serviced with road, conser-

vancy, water and light. Statutes .clearly limits

the jurisdictions of local bodies giving certain

powers of direct taxation from a number of avenues.
l ,

Within the bounds' of statutorily limited rates can
--the Pourashavas levy ~axes on land and buildings,

shops, vehicles, animals, markets, ferries, can collect

license fee and can earn rents from own land and

buildings. Records show that two or three types

of taxes and two types of rates earned the Pourashavas

most of their. own income. Less than a quarter of
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their earnings came from central government grant

till 1980-81. The recent rise of the share of grants

is due to a new government grant, that is Octroi

compensation grant. Table 1 gives the percentage

share of major taxes, rates and grants in total revenue

in 45 Pourashavas of Bangladesh in 1982-83.

The question of urban local resource generation recently

recei ved added importance for several .reasons. These

are, the need to reduce dependency on foreign assis-

tance ,1/ the need to reduce dependency from central

budget in the situation of acute constraints on its

resources ,~/ tht need to maintain fast deteriorating

public services,i/ the nec~ssity ofa modern conservancy

system in the -urban areas and. above all on the recent

government emphasis on local level planning that

would provide autonomy for greater resource mobilisa-

tion.M
Pourashavas in Bangladesh depend heavily on the contri-

bution of central government, which again depends

heavily on foreign aid. If local resources are mobi-

lised at a higher level, both this dependence can

be reduced, ensuring freedom of action at the lower

levels. Larger volumes of resources w~ll keep .the

urban services at a better state and would help further

resource generation easier as at that level people

will be eager to pay taxes regularly 'and at higher
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TABLE 1

SOURCES OF REVENUE IN 45 POURASHAVAS OF BANGLADESH
IN THE YEAR 1982-83

Revenue Percentage Percentage
Sources of Revenue (in Lakh of Inter- of Total

Taka) nal Revenue Revenue

Taxes
Valuation of 754.85 17.87 . 11.95
Property
Transfer of Property 136.43 3.23 2.16
Profession and Trade 62.93 1.49 1.00
Entertainments 86.98 2.05 1.38
Vehicles 32.13 0.76 0.51

Rates
Conservancy 217.52 5.15 3.44
Lighting 210.77 4.99 3.34
Water 48.03 1.14 0.76

Fees
Haats and Bazaars 220.94 5.23 3.50
Other Fees 323.55 7.66 5.12
All other own 2128.90 50.41 33.70
incomes
Total Internal 4223.03 100.00 66.85
Revenue
Total Govt. Grants 2093.88 33.15
Total Revenue 6316.91 100.00

Source: Computed by the author from Pourashava records
collected from the MIO LG and RD, Dhaka.

Note These 45 include Dhaka Chittagong, Rajshahi,
Khulna, Tongi, Narayanganj, Mymensingh, Tangail, Comllla
Noakhali, Pabna, Bogra, Dinajpur, Jessore, Barisal,
Brahmanbaria, Sirajganj, Rangarnati, Mohanganj, Sherpur,
GopalganJ, Cox's Bazar, Bhola, Borguna, Jhalakati, Piroj-
pur, Chournuhuni, Lakhipur, Moulvibazar, Sreemongal,
Nawabganj, Sherpur, Gaibandha, Syedpur, Thakurgaon,
Mongla Port, Moheshpur, Magura and Meherpur Pourshavas.
, ,
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inefficient and sub-standard
nature of local services can surely to a large extent
be attributed to the dire paucity of' funds at the

disposal
cities2/

of

of
Pourashavas.
Bangladesh has

None of
reached

the secondary
anywhere near

a decent .level of civic development. Utilising. fully
"

; .

local revenue-raising powers and .tying of grants
to local resource mobilisation performances may bring
about an improvement in public ,utility systems within
a short period.

Urbanisation for Bangladesh is a recent phenomenon.
the percentage of total population living in urban
areas was only 4.4 per cent. in 1951. The percentage

increased ,to 5.2. in 1961 and 15.7 in 1981. With
the growth of urban population the number of urban
centres'has also increased. While in 1947 there were
49 municipalities in the country, presently there
are 84 Pourashavas and 3 Municipal Corporations.
Between 1974 and 1981, the urban population grew

the
an average annual

highest rate in
rate
the

of 11
- 6/world.-

per cent, one of
The World Bank

projects the urban population in Bangladesh to b,e
26 per cent of total population, that is 37 million
in the year 2000 [World Bank: 1985].1/ Such a rapid

rate of urbanisation requires special attention for
Bangladesh for many reasons like the creation of
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employment opportunities for urban migrants, the
creation of urban facilities like housing, transporta-
tion, sanitation, light, water, conservancy, and
proper maintenance of these, for law and order situa-
tion, for creation of educational facilities etc. All
these require heavy investment in infrastructure build-
ing. Resources should be generated and capacities
created in advance to avoid pollution and inconveni-
ences for the growing population. This is a most urgent
task for the largest cities while also important for
the secondary cities.

Real per capita revenue for the Pourashavas are not
growing as revenue sources are not responsive to
inflation and increased economic activities and due
t6 slow growth of central grant. In one of the studies
it has been found that in 15 Pourashavas of Bangladesh
which included Dhaka, Chittagong, Khulna, Comilla,
Jessore, Tongi, Sylhet and eight other Pourashavas,
total revenue per capita in terms of 1976-77 Taka
declined from 19.45 to 17.53 ,lithinthe period 1976/77

1980/81 [Schroeder and Maniruzzaman: 1983: 69].

Of course, according to Bureau of Statics fi~res,
total revenue of all the Pourashavas of Bangladesh,
at constant 1972;73 prices ,

show an increase from
1D.5 crore Taka in 1975-76 to. 15.6 crore Taka. in
1981-82.1/ However, despite revenue growth in real
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terms, the performance of the Pourashavas in regards
resource mobilisation cannot be considered as satisfac-
tory. Most of the Pourashavas collect much below
their projected .levels of revenue. For example,
Dhaka Pourashava collected on an average 42.82 per
cent of its demand of holding tax over the period

I

'1964-65 and.1973-74 and the rate fluctuated between
29.85 per 'cent and 58.77 per cent per annum within
this period [Alain':1977: 32]. In 1969-70, the total
tax
per

collection
cent of, the

of 63 Pourashavas were only 32.07
total demand for the~e Pourashavas)l!

Within the period, 1975/76 - 1984/85, four Pourashavas,
that is, Bogra, Comilla, Patuakhali and Tangail collec-
ted on average 63%, 29%, 51% and 37% respectively
of their demanded holding taxes.2/

The urban areas of Bangladesh can broadly be divided
into three groups large or principal, medium or
secondary and small. The municipal corporations
and two or three other fall into the first group,

l

the old district headquarters in the second group
and other urban centres in the last group. Of these,
the second category of cities is most interesting
to the researchers in the developing countries for
three reasons .the greatest future potentiality
as growth centres, for balanced development of the
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country and for reducing dependency from the capital
city. This importance of medium-sized cities, in
the growth process has prompted the present author
to choose them as study areas.

The aspect that would be covered in this thesis is
whether the potential resources of the secondary

i

cities of Banlgadesh, that is the old district Pourasha-
vas are being mobilised or not and what potential
remains in future to increase internal revenue of
these Pourashavas. It is not however possible to
take all these Pourashavas into account for examination
due to both time and resource constraints. Four
Pourashavas, that is, Bogra, Comilla, Patuakhali
and Tangail have been selected. for study from the
17 old district headquarter Pourashavas. There has
been no study dealing exclusively with these types
of Pourashavas. Whatever research have been undertaken
so far included either only the major cities of the
country or major cities interspersed with medium
and smaller ones, producing neither a clear picture
about the larger ones nor the smaller ones. -The
need for a study dealing purely with the medium sized
cities is desirable to fill the gap of information
about them. The results of the study and the recommen-
dations that would follow might of course be of interest
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to both larger and smaller Pourashavas as the issues
that would be addressed will be partially relevent
to all the Pourashavas and Municipal Corporations

of Bangladesh.

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter I begins
with an introduction and statement of the problem

in brief. Then it argues in favour of urban resource

generation in two sections showing 'how urbanisation

at a rapid rate is necessisating the mobilisation

of resources from urban areas at a higher rate.

This chapter also includes survey of literature on

urban' finance. Chapter II gives the objectives and

methodology of the thesis. The third chapter is
on the socio-economic background of the study areas.
This is a brief chapter intentionally made since
data on socio-economic characteristics of the respon-
dents was not directly useful for the thesis. However,
details have been presented in the appendix. The

fourth chapter describes the responsibilities of

the Pourashavas along with the staffing pattern and

financial management. The revenue sources, both
internal and external have been discussed in detail
in chapter five using data from ,the four study Pourasha-,
vas. The last chapter is the concluding chapter

giving observation from the study and concluding
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remarks.

1.3 Urbanisation in Bengal

Through the last thirty years rapid urbanisation
has taken place in Bangladesh. While newer agglomera-
tionshave taken urban shape, older ones have extended
their areas, collecting. more inhabitants through

I .extension besides natural growth and rural-urban
migration. Table 2 gives rate of growth of urban
populati?n in Bangladesh. Dur~ng each inter-censal
period, 1901-1961, the urban population growth rate
was always below 4 per cent but ,this increased to
6.7 per cent during 1.961-1974 and 11 per cent during
1974-1981 inter-censal periods. Urban population
as a percentage of total population increased' from

/

2.39 per cent in 1901 to 15% in 1981. \~hile urban
population growth rate is very high in the capital
city of Dhaka, the growth rate is appreciable in
the secondary cities, that is, the pre-1983 district
headqua'rters.

.,
When the. growth of population for

Dhaka Pourashava was 77.3Y% between 1974-81, the,

growth was 68.97% for all these 17 old district Poura-
shavas taken together, during this period.

In Bangladesh, both the total population and urban
population has been growing at faster rates. .The
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TABLE 2

AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH RATE OF URBAN POPULATION
IN BANGLADESH, 1901-1981

Rate of Population Growth
Period

Urban Total

1901 - 1911

1911 - 1921

1921 - 1931

1931 - 1941

1941 - 1951

1951 - 1961

1961 - 1974

1974 - 1981

1.39 0.87

0.84 0.53

2.00 0.68

3.59 1.65

1.68 0.00

3.72 1.92

6.70 2.65

11.001.2:. 2.36 .

Source: Various census reports of East Pakistan and
Bangladesh.

}

1.2:.- Estimated from 1981 urban population, which
is given as 13.5 million in "Data and Informa-
tion for Local Level Planning, by A.K.M. Ghulam
Rabbani, paper presented at a conference of
The Society for International Development, July
23-24, 1983, p. 61.
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i.

rate of population growth is alarming for Bangladesh. '

as a whole. But the rates of urban growth show that
urban population problem may take a serious turn
with acute problems of housing, sanitation and water.
While within a period of eighty years (1901-1981)
the population of the country increased from 28.9
million to 89 million, an inc~eise of little over
three-fold (210 per cent), the, urban population has
gone up from 0.62 million to 13.5' milli6n within
the same period, an increase of over twenty fold.

ILlthough total population growth, rate has shown

a downward trend from 3% in the last decade, the
urban population growth rate is increasing.

Despite high present rate of urban growth in Bangladesh,
the percentage of total'population living in urban
areas is one of the lowest in comparison to other
Asian or, African countries. On the average, 30% of
Asian and African and 65% of Latin American countries

are urbanised. So there is nothing abnormal in the
present high rate of urban growth in Bangladesh.

Other countries experienced the same phenomenon.
Bangladesh also expected to have much more urbanised

population, by the end of this century. It has been

estimated that' an increase of population of about
50 million will take place by the end of year 2000
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Out of this, about 30 million (or 60%)
will take place in urban areas which when added to
the present 13 million will bring total urban population
to 43.5 million. Thus, in the year 2000 about 30%
of the total population of 140 million will be residing
in urban areas.

1.4 Urban Finance: An Overview

The Pourashavas of Bangladesh receive the power of
revenue collection and obligation of providing urban
public services through the Pourashava Ordinance,
1977. Of course, collection of taxes and rendering
of local public services by urban governments in
this part of the world lS ,not a new phenomenon.
The right of collection of tax by a municipal authority
was first introduced hereby the

~( ;,
Town Police Act

of 1856 (Act XX of 1856). About eight years later,
in 1864, the District Municipal Improvement Act was
passed by the Bengal Council. Holding tax, which
became ,

the chief source of municipal revenue could
be imposed under this Act on the annual value of
holdings and the rate might extend upto seven .and
half per cent of the value. The municipal body could
also levy tax on animals, carts and carriages. The
responsibilities of the body included the maintenance
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of the town, its roads, conservancy, hospital, control
,of offensive trade, and vac~ination. ~everal successive
Acts amended, extended, cosolidated or repealed the
previous laws. The last Act under the British rule
in this regard was the Bengal Municipal Act passed
by the Provincial legislature in 1932. This Act
greatly increased the responsibilities of the municipa-
lities and .powers of municipal Commissioners were
enlarged and clarified about matters of levy of rates
and taxes and the utilisation of municipal fund.

The subsequent statutes during the Pakistan period
(Basic Democracies Order, 1959 and Municipal Administra-
tion Ordinance, 1960) repealed ~ll existing laws
relating to urban local bodies. These in neither
way curtailed any of the earlier responsibilities
nor reduced revenue generation power of the urban
bodies. Similarly, the Pourashavas Ordinance' of
1977 retained fully all responsibilities and powers
related to municipal finance. Except the three Munici-
pal Corporations of Dhaka, Chittagong and Khulna
all- other Pourashavas are administered under this
Ordinance.

The Pourashavas of Bangladesh can generate internal,
resources through taxes, rates, tools, fees. and rents
from own property. These are coll~cted to defray
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mainly the expenses of establishment and for maintenance
of roads, water supply system, conservancy and electri-
city for lighting the roads. Government grants consti-
tute a significant portion of Pourashava income.

Statistics on Pourashava income is hard to find.
The sources are Government produced data through
the Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics or collection
through visits of respective Pourashavas. The BBS
data do not give detailed' breakdowns of income and
expenditures. The aggregate level of own income,
and government grant can 'be seen there., Of course,
there remains doubts about the accuracy of figures
produced by the BBS. Revenue figures seem to understate

i 10/the reliance of local bodies on grants.- The 'under-
statement is however. low in case of Pourashavas in
comparison to other local bodies. For lack of consoli-
dated data for all the Pourashavas of Bangladesh,
the Bureau figures are however presented in Table
3.

Table 3 shows that government grant as a percentage
of total Pourashava income was falling continuously
within 1975-76 and 1980-81. This trend was sharply
reversed in 1981-82. The share of external source
revenue rose to over 43 per cent in that year suddenly
from about 12 per cent in 80-81. This was due to



TABLE 3
LOCAi~1( RAISED REVENUE AND GOVERNMENT GRANT IN THE POURASHAVAS OF BANGLADESH

(In Million Taka)
Type of 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82 1982/83 1983/84Revenue

Internal 142.93 1.11.42 129.89 170.27 197.61 240.40 322.99 437.83 634.95
Grant 49.'81 29.82 26.58 34.70 36.54 32.16 250.13 250.99 638.06
Total 192.74 141.24 156.47 204.97 234.15 272.56 573.12 688.60 1273.01
;l; of Grant 25.8 21 .1 16.98 16.92 15.6 .11 .79 43.63 36.45 50. 12 --'

co

Source: Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, Statistical Year Book, 1983-84, pp. 480-481.
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the abolition of Octroi tax by the
government which accounted for more than one-sixths
of total revenue of many Pourashavas and its replacement
by a new central grant styled as "Octroi Compensation
Grant", and due to larger allocations for maintenance
and development of infrastructure under special devolop-
ment assistance. This' ext~a fund was necessary to
undertake various repair and construction works like
roads, culverts and drains.

The total income of all the Pourashavas of Bangladesh
has increased by 257 per cent over the period 1975-76
and 1982-83 and by 560 per cent over 1975-76 and
1983-84. The per,centage increase in own resource
generation within the above per~ods ,were 206 and
344 respectively. These figures do not' however give
any idea about the financial ~onditions of Pourashavas.
The evaluation of revenue growth should be made
from different, points of view whether the number
and area of urban centres have grown rapidly within

lthis period, whether per capita revenue has grown
at constant prices or fallen, whether service facilities
have improved, remained constant or deteriorated,
whether maintenance works are undertaken timely and, '

done satis~actorily, whether internal potential revenue
has been mobilised, whether the' tax burden is equal,
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whether spending create unbalanced growth or not
.etc. The coverage of all these aspects both, on a
wide scale and indepth require a very large study.

1.5 Survey of Literature

There has been little investigation and research
on urban finance an~ management in Bangladesh. Local
governments in the earstwhiie Pakistan did not receive
enough importance due to central policies that favoured
planning and administration from the top and local
governments remained only as service institutions
having little power of overall planning and administra-
tion of the local units. For this reason research
into these governments were not undertaken with any
objectives in mind, like improving local power base,
improving tax-revenue or providing more autonomies
to them.

After the independence of Bangladesh, all the successive
governments advocated for strong local governments.,
The main reason for the- change in attitude was the
need for increase in productivity at rural areas.
The institutions that were apparently created for
this purpose were, the Zilla Governor system, "Gram , '

Sabha" (Village Councils), "Gram S~rkars" (Village
Government), "Swanirvar Gram Sarkers" (Self-sufficient
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Village Governments) and the recently created "Upazila
Parishad". The change that came in urban local govern-
ments were not comparatively significant. In 1982,
Dhaka Pourashava was upgraded into a municipal corpora-
t,ion. In the following year, Chittagong Municipal
Corporation and in 1985, Khulna Municipal Corporation
was created•.

The books, articles, journals that were available
on local governments of Bangladesh throughout the
last thirty years reflect the importance that were
attached to local governments by the control governments

/

in different times. Of these literatures those written
on municipalities, and those written on municipal,

finance specially, were of very small numbers.

Detailed information on Municipal revenue for the
pre-1971 days were found only for the fiscal year
1950/51.11/ In that year, the total house tax of,
all the municipalities taken together, constituted
27.9%; water, lighting and conservancy rates 29%,
profession and trade tax, 5.3%, own property income
6.3%, government grant 19.3% and loans and advances
4.4% of total income. Total income of all the Munic{pa-
lities was only 84.93 lakh Rupees. The average per
capita revenue was then 'estimatedto be Rs. 4.50.
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In his study, Amirul Islam Choudhury (Choudhury: 1978)

took account of twenty three municipalities including

Dhaka, Chittagong, Khulna, Rajshahi and ten district

headquarter municipalities. Percentage distributions

of revenue and expenditure for these ~unicipalities

for three different years as reported by him throw

up several important 'points. Firstly, in none of

those years government grants accounted for more

than 20% of the total revenue. Secondly, total tax

income rose from 35.9%' in 1954-55 to 59.2% in 1964-65

and ~hen fell to 48.7% in 1974/75. Thirdly, the

share of holding tax fell from 67.6% in '1954-55 to

32.8% in 1964-65 and then rose slightly to 37.6%.

Fourthly, the share of property-related tax and

rates fell from 70% (in 1954/55) to 30% in 1964/65

and then rose slightly to 40% in 1974-75. The share

of octroi tax revenue dropped from 35.2% in 1964-65

to 8% in 1974-75.

Some financial statistics on most of the Municipalities

(55) for the period 1968/69-1972/73 are available

in "Bangladesh Pourashava- (Municipality) Statistics"

complied by Md. Shafiqur Rahman. This gives information

on tax and non-tax revenues for individual municipali-

ties for these five years, their demand and collection

of taxes and government grants received by them.

The information contained in those did not distribute
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reventies into individual sources which' cr~ated problem
of comparison with other municipal statistics or
any analysis on municipal revenue sources. However,
figures for arrear and current demand and arrear
and current collection of holding tax give idea about
the collection performance of those municipalities.

Detailed information on revenues of four municipalities
for the period 1965-7D have been reported by Afsar
Hossain Saqui (Saqui; 1974). the trends in income
is almost similar to that of Amirul Islam's fi.ridings
with government grants contributing around 20%.

Roushan Ara Begaum [Begum: 1972) found different
types of income trend for a period of' 1965-66 to
1969-70. Income' from different sources varied from-~,.
year to year. Tax income rose from 67% in 1965-66
to 74% in 1966-67 and fell to 71% in 1969-70. Rates
in the total income varied between 19% and 20%.
Grants contributed .as low as 9% in 1965-66 and as
high as 28% in 1969-70. The ratio between normal

,
and Works Programme grants in total grants has changed
from 1 : 1.25 in 1965-66 to 1 : 13 in 1969-70.

Another study on Dhaka,'Pourashava was carried out
by Bilquis Ara Alam [Alam:' 1977]. There' she dealt
with only one tax -- house tax and two rates - lighting
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She used data for the period 1964-65
and 1973-74 for analysing arrear and current collection
performances. Collection problems

•
were identified

through interviews with tax collection staff. Some
tax payers were also interviewed for knowing the
extent of default and causes of non-paying of taxes
regularly. The findings show that out of the 1605
defaulters interviewed, 48% paid no tax for 4 years
and there were at least some (5%) who did not pay
taxes for 16 years or more. Financial difficulties.
has beer{ shown as the main reason for default of
tax by the tax-payers.

One or two small pieces were written on finances
of individual Pourashavas like one by Rafia Khatun
on Khulna Pourashava' and another by Khandker Azad
Ahmed on Patuakhali Pourashava. .These gave some
statistics like sources of revenue and arear and
current tax demands and receipts.

There has been .no comprehensive research on Pourashava
finance after the independence of Bangladesh till
1984. The Taxation Enquiry Commission (1979) worked
on a very limited scale on Pourashavas. Their findings
on Pourashavas were mostly based on observations.
Recently, there have been some reports carried out
to investigate into the problems of municipal finance
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vis-a-vis their service demands)l/ One study devoted
exclusively to municipal finance was sponsored by
the World bank [Schroeder: 1984]. The major findings
of these reports are that the level of public services
provided by the urban governments in Bangladesh is
low, the employees are not trained in financial matters
properly, yearly revenue growth rates fluctuate greatly,
revenue yields respond poorly to increases in popula..,.
tion, prices and economic activity and property-based
taxes are potentially the most productive at raising
local revenue. The reportp show that there is underas-
sessment of holdings for taxation and the penalty
for non-payment of taxes is inadequate to stop or
reduce defaulting. The grant system lacks objectives
and thus require modifications~

None of the said reports were exclusively dealing
with secondary Pourashavas. All the above reports
dealt with both large and small Pourashavas together
giving generalised ideas. For convenience, however,
Dhaka and other Pourashavas should possibly be dealth
with separately. This is due to magnitudinal and
some functional differences between the larger ,and
smaller urban governments~ .Furthermore, any sl1ch
research should take into account the views of tax--

payers as well. since they are the sources .of revenue
and for them are meant all the utility services.
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The Paurashavas .of Bangladesh can callect revenues
in the farm .of taxes, rates, taIls and fees fram
twenty six heads mentianed in the First Schedule

.of the Paurashava Ordinanfe, 1977. Besides this,
(

Paurashavas' revenue include gavernment grants, incame,

fram rent .of awn land,' 'buildings and pands, little
valuntary contributians and same fines. Despite
the. lang list .of items in the schedule, the amaunt
.of awn Paurashava revenue is small campared ta the
tatal revenue .of the gavernment and insignificant

.'

in camparisan ta the GDP. In 1981-82 the tatal Paura-
sahva incame was 2.70 per cent .of tatal incame .of
the Gavernment and awn resaurCe incame was .only 1.44
per cent .of the tatal gavernment revenue (Table 4).
Even awn incames .of'all the lacal gavernments .of
Bangladesh taken tagether was .only 3.6. per cent .of
tatal revenue .of the Gavernment in 1981-82. The
tatal receipts .of the lacal' badies including grants
canstituted 5.29% .ofthe gavernment revenue in 1981-82.
The impartance .of lacal. gavernment,

,
its revenue

and that .of lacal resaurcemabilisatian can easily
be assessed framsuch a small share .of incame .of
all the lacal badies.

\

Again, it has been estimated
'thitt ;the ,tatal incame .of the natianalgavernment

at 1979-80 canstant prices increased annually an
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TABLE 4
DOMESTIC RESOURCE GENERATION BY NATIONAL AND LOCAL

GOVERNMENT IN BANGLADESH
(In Million Taka)

Yea r National Local Total

1975-80 12252.6 368.5. 12621.1(Average) (97.1) (2.9)
1980-81 17551.0 573.6 18124.66(R.E.) (96.8) 0.2)
1981-82 . 25725.0 947.4 26672.4(B.E.) (96.4) 0.6)

Source: BBS, Statistical Year Book,various issues
Note Figures in Parentheses are percentages of rowtotals
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an average rate of 17%, the income of Pourashavas
increased by 14% and that of total receipts of all
local bodies by 10% only.

The reason for such a low level of revenue of the
Pourashavas is the small jurisdiction, limited scope
for taxation, inelastic. growth 6f revenue and poor
assessment and collection performance. This thesis
shall dwell broadly upo~ these aspects of major revenue
sources of the Pourashavas selected for study.

\ .
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2. OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY (

2.1 Objectives of the Thesis

The objectives of the thesis are to:

1) analyse the share of internal and external resour-

ces that come from different sources to the four
- . . I . .

Pourashavas selected for study

2) examine the poteritiality of increasing internal

resources from some major sources i.e., Holding

tax, tax on/ the transfer of immovable property,

tax on professions, trade and qa)lings, fees for

markets and licences and income from own property
/'

3) identify the factors responsible for the low level

of .resource generation from the existing sources,
and

4) suggest measures to expedite resource mobilisa-

tion in the light of the problems that would be
studied.

2.2 Methodology

2~2.1 Selection of Pourashavas

As has been mentioned earlier, secondary cities , that

is medium-sized Pourashavas have been selected for study
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for this thesis. These urban centres can playa poten-

tial role as regional centres and they have an impor-

tanc. in bringing down the problems' of population,'

heal th, utili ties, education and housing from the lar-

gest cities of the country. The decentralisation pro-

cess planned by the government may help in achieving

this objective. But decentralisation cannot be dispur-

sed so widely overnight. It should take time and must

take certain steps. Regional centres must first develop

with greater and greater interactions with smaller cen-

tres and with the passage of time the feedbacks in the

smaller centres will help them grow and utilise their

resources in a better way. The old district headquarter

Pourashavas may play. this role as regional centres if

planned development of these are undertaken. Planning

presupposes adequate finance for implementation of plans

and thus financing is an important part of helping these

urban areas to prosper.

Selection of Pourashavas were made on the basis of per

capita own-source revenue in 1982-83. The year 1982-83

was the only year .for which revenue data was available

for the Pourashavas from any central location (Ministry

of LG and RD). Although average revenue figures for

several years would have been more justified in the sel-

ection of Pourashavas, lack of data for any other years

constrained that attempt.
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The four Pourashavas selected for study were all estab-
lished before lS93. So they have a long history of
functioning as local bodies. The gathered experience
of these, the long service records of most of the offi-
cials and employees, the favourably wider locations of
the Pourashavas have given the scope of studying the
issues faced .by geographically small (Comilla with an
area of 5.50 square miles) and medium (Patuakhali with
an area of 10 square miles) high density urban area
(Comilla with a population of 1,26,130 in 1981) and low
density urban centre (Patuakhali with a population of
50,000 in 1981). Since one of the main objectives of
the study was to examine the resource potentials of the
secondary cities of Bangladesh, the selection of the
above Pourashavas on the basis of per capita own resour-
ce generation capacities was reasonably a suitable cri-
teria. When selected the two (Bogra and Comilla) from
the top of the list' and two (Tangail and Patuakhali)
from the bottom of the list, according' to per capita
revenue earnings, the problems of both resourcewise
advanced and backward Poura-shavas'have come into focus
showing reasons for the difference in per capita reve-
nues between different Pourashavas.

2.2.2 Source and Collection of Data

Resource mobilisation, in a Pourasahva involves two
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TABLE 5
PRINCIPAL FEATURES OF THE SELECTED POURASHAVAS

. /
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groups of people - those who collect revenues and those

who pay taxes. So the actions of both the Pourashava

officials and the inhabitants of the town are equally

important in this respect. While the Pourashava imposes

taxes and rates against the services provided to the

people, the citizens pay for those services. To under-

stand clearly the attitudes of the people as well as

the Pourashava officials, information on both fronts

were collected.

Information about Pourashava finance was collected from

several sources. These sources were, (i) Statutes on

the basis of which the Pourashavas function, (ii) books,

articles, reports written on Pourashava finance, (iii)

Pourashava records, (iv) officials of the selected Pou-

rashavas, and (v) tax ,payers.

i) Statutes

The statutes consulted mainly for the purpose were

The Pourashava Ordinance of 1977, The Basic Demo-

cracies Order, 1959, The Municipal Administration

Ordinance, 1960, The Bengal Hunicipal Act, 1932,

The East Pakistan Town Committee (Taxation) Rules,

1961, The Bengal Amusements Tax Act" 1922, and

The Stamp Act, 1899.
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.ii) Literature review

This was required in order to familiarise with
the various issues related to urban finance. A
bibliography is appended at the end for reference.

iii) Pourashava records

The figures for following information were obtained
from the official records Df the four Pourashavas.

a. Details of actual receipts and expenditures
including government grants fDr the period
1975/76-1984-85. The most 'recent 10-year
period was choosen for two reasons one,

detailed data for this period were pnly avail-
able, and two, since. 1975/76, the situation
in the country reached normalcy after four
years of disturbance like the war of lib~ra-
tion, period of return of refugees from India,
devastating flood and famine of 1974.

b. The amounts of arrear and current demand
for major taxes and receipts therefrom for
a period from 1975-76 to 1984-85.

c. The pr,evailing rates of various taxes, rates
and fees.
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d. Number of officials and employees in different
departments of these Pourashavas.

e. The number of households and establishments
paying different types of Pourashava taxes,
rates and fees. Figures on this was obtained
for the last five years i.e., from 1980-81
to 1984-85.

f. Some other information relating to assessment,
appeal, "Distress Warrant" etc. were also
collected for the purpose.

iv) Interviews of officials

Interviews were held with the Secretary, Accoun-,

tant, Tax Collector and Head Clerk of each selected
Pourashavas through questionnaires to understand

,
the various ,aspects of their financial management,
their problems related to revenue collection,
their suggestions about the possibilities of im-
proving resource position, grant disbursement,
improving the efficiency of the staff, possibili-
ties of reducing establishment 'expenses etc.

, .
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v) Questionnaires for the tax-payers and potential
tax-payers

Three different sets of questionnaires were used
in this study to interview three groups of people:
(i) the households permanently settled in the
Pourashavas, (ii) the traders and manufacturers,
and (iii) the people in the informal s~ctor defined
as those who do not pay any t.ax, rate, fee or
toll to the Pourashava but earning their livelihood
trading within the pourashava.

Random sampling procedure was followed in selecting,
the households, the traders and the workers in
the informal sector for the. study. Seventy perma-
nently settledhoudeholds, fifty traders and manu_
facturers, and fifty people engaged in informal
activities were interviewed from each Pourashava.

The tax-payers were asked about their occupation,"
monthly ~ncome, family size and age, area of their
holdings; construction materials of those struc-
tures, amount of Pourashava tax levied on their
holdings, the reasons for non-payment of taxes,
opinions about the services provided by the Poura-
sh~va and their suggestions to improve tax collec-
tion performances.
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The questionnaire for the non-tax payers contained

information about their occupation, income, family

size, number of family members earning incomes

within that Pourashava and their incomes, their

views on the necessity to pay Pourashava taxes

and the amount they were capable of paying as

Pourashava taxes against their use of urban servi-

ces.

\ .
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3. SOCIO-ECONOMIC BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY POURASHAVAS

3.1 Some Basic Information About the Selected Pourashavas

The four study Pourashavas fall into four diViS7ls
of the country. Tangail Pourashava falls into Dhaka

Division, Comilla Pourashava falls into Chittagong
Division, Bogra Pourashava in Rajshahi Division and
Patuakhali Pourashava falls into Khulna Division.
Some basic information about these Pourashsvas like
year of establishment, area and population are presen-
tredin Table 6. In the next table demographic charac-
teristics of the Pourashavas are given.

Certain important statistics about the infrastructural
facilities Hithin the Pourashavas like road, electri-
city supply, Hater supply, drainage, educational ins-
tiution given in Table 8 for having a comparative
understanding of the selected ?ourashavas.

Seventy households Here selected at random from all
the Hards of each Pourashava surveyed. Also fifty
different types of questionnaires Here filled from
each Pourashava from the people of trading and manufac-
turing community. A third types of fifty question-
naires were also filled froID each Pourashava from
the people of informal sector. From such a small
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TABLE 6

SOME BASIC INFORMATION ABOUT TIlE FOUR POURASHAVAS

Area PopulationName of Year of (in sq. miles)
Pourashava Establishment Present

(1985) Previous 1974 1981

Bogra 1876 5.70 3.37 47,154 68,237
Upto (81-82)

Comilla 1864 5.00 86,446 1,26,130
Patuakhali 1892 10.00 5.00 27 ,167 50,000

Up to (74-75)
Tangail 1887 10.96 8.34 51,863 77,748

Upto (83-84)

Source: Information supplied by the four Pourashavas,,
I

/
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TABLE 7

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE POURASHAVAS

Name of Average Density of Population Pourashava Number ofannualPourashava growth per sq. mile(1981) Population Households
rate of as a per- (1982)
Popula':' Pourashava District centage of

districttion Populationbetween
1974&1981 (1981) ,

Bogra 3.65 11971 1817 2.5 10138

Comilla 3.73 22933 2655 ,1.8 19766

Patuakhali 5.92 5000 1100 2.7 3809

Tangail, 3.99 9322 1878 i 3.2 12775

Source: Pourashava information'

, '

"
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number of questionnaires surveyed in each Pourashava,

it is hazardous to conclude, with any satisfactory

level of confidence, the prevailing socio-economic

condi tions in the study Pourashavas. I-loreover) since

non-permanent inhabitants (except some shop-keepers)

Here not interviev/ed, their conditions \"ould not re-

flect in the study.

Because socio-economic conditions of inhabitants in

the survey Pourashavas was not directly useful for

the thesis, so those data are not presented here.

They have been placed in Appendix A •

." .~.•



TABLE 8

HAJOR INFRASTRUCTURES IN THE STUDY POURASHAVAS

NAHE OF POURASHAVA

I t Bogra Comilla Patuakhali Tangaile m
Position Position Position Position Position Position Position Position

in in in in in in in in
1979-80 1984-85 1979-80 1984-85 1979-80 1984-85 1979-80 1984-85

1. Road (Nile):
a. Pucc,a 22.79 23.58 31>.00 42.00 8.50 12.50 10.10 15.36
b. Kutcha 6.88 29.52 10.00 5.00 10.00 13.00 33.00 38.25

2. Street Light Post (No.) - 2 ;149 - 2,400 - 350 1,000 1,110

3. l{ater Supply:
a. Pipe Line (~Iile) - 20.00 - .39 15 15 6 9 ,r>..
b. Lakh gallon per day 1,.90 9.60 .40 ,L,O 1.50 1.50 I\)- -
c. Pump-.station (No.) 4 4 6 6 3 3 3 3
d. Tube well (No.) 500 500 600 600 20 .24 800 828
e. Road side Tap (No.) 20 25 300 300 60 80 15 25

4. Drain (length in mile)
a. Pucca - 5.15 - 8 2.52
b. Kutcha - 106.21 - 6.40 5.60

5. Educational Institution (No.):
a. Primary School 23 32 38 40 12 14 24 27
b. High School 10 19 15 15 6 6 11 12
c. College 7 7 5 6 3 3 3 I,

d. Others 4 4 20 23 6 8 6 6
6. Bazar (No.) (Recognized) 4 4 5, 5 2 2 3 3

7. Park/Playground (Acre) 3.61 3.61 5 5 .10 .10
8. Hosque (No.) 69 61 40
9. Culvert/Gridge (No.) 40 50 200 222 30 57 37 ]()
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4.' PERSONNEL-CUM-FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND THE RESPONSIBILI-

TIES OF THE POURASHAVAS

4.1 Personnel and Financial Management

4.1.1 Personnel management

There are mainly two types of. people involved in the

local administration of Pourashavas. One is the regular

or salaried staff and the other the voted or elected

members. The later group includes the Chairman and

Ward Commissioners, elected on popular decision for

a period of five, years. As many Ward Commissioners

are elected as the number of wards in a Pourasha va.

The Chairman and the Commissioners receive monthly

honouraria from the government.

The regular or salaried staff of the .Pourashavas can

be categoris~d

roll or daily

according to Class I-IV and some muster
r/basis employees.-L Except for Class

I employees, the hiring of all other staff is a local

decision to be approved by the concerned ministry of
l

LGRD. The Secretary is the chief executive officer

appointed by the Government on recommendation of a

local selection committee.
, .

There are various sections in a pourashava. The sections,

along with the personnel are listed below.



Section
General Administration

Personnel
Chairman, 3ecretary

Assessment and Collection Chief Assessor, Tax Daroga,
Assessors, Tax Collectors

Conservancy Inspectors, Supervisors

Lighting Assistant Engineer,
Sub-Assistant Engineer,
Inspector

Water Supply Superintendent, Assistant
Superintendent

Health Inspector, Vaccinator

License License Inspector, Trade
Inspector, Assistant

Works programme Assistant Engineer,
Sub-Assistant Engineer,
Inspector

Accounts Accounts Officer, Assistant
Accounts Officer, Cashier

Besides the officials, individual sections posses other

employees like clerks' and peons. Conservancy section

employes sweepers. The various categories of employees

in different sections in the four Pourashavas'surveyed

can be seen from Appendix Table C.9.

Marked variations are observed in the employment of

staff in different -Pourasha vas. vlhile Bogra employed

532 per~ons in 1984-85, Patuakhali employed 55 persons.

Bogra had in its payroll 317 sweepers in 1984-85,
Tangail had 34 and Patuakhali only 2 sweepers. Whit,e

Bogra engaged some employees in almost every sections,
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Patuakhali did not have any employee in four sections.

The following table gives figures for employee per

thousand of inhabitants in the four survey Pourashavas

plus that of Dhaka for comparison.

4.1.2 Financial management

The highest body in the Pourahsavas to look into the

financial matters is the "Finance Sub-Committee" headed

by the Chiarman with several members including the

accountant, cashier and Ward Commissioners. The official

chief of finance is the Accountant in the secondary

Pourashavas who is also responsible for annual budgeting

and preparing proposed rates of taxes, fees etc.

The financial activities of a Pourashava may be classi-

fied broadly as, (i) accounting, (ii) budgeting. and

(iii) auditing. These three functions are discussed

in short below.

i) Accounting

Account in all the Pourashavas is maintained as

per Municipal Accounts Rules, 1932. The revenue

and expenditure heads are almost similar in every

Poura~hava. Still, there is some differences.

The differences occurs due to non-use of some
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TABLE 9/

POURASHAVA EMPLOYEES PER THOUSAND OF POURASHAVA
INHABITANTS, 1984-85

Employees per Thousand of Pourashava
Pourashava Population

Official Other Total

Bogra 1.43 6.40 7.83
Comilla 0.58 1.07 1.65
Patuakhali 0.62 0.48 1.10
Tangail 0.45 0.93 1.38

a/ 2.77Dhaka-

!3:./ As calculated by the author, in "Urban Government
Finance and J~anagement issues in Bangladesh", The
World Bank, By Larry Schroeder, Metropolitan Studies
Programme, The Maxwell School of Citizenship and
Public Affairs, Syracuse University, 1985, p. 14.

Source: Computed by the author from Pourashava records.
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.revenue sources in some Pourashavas while others

use them. The same is true for expenditure side.

For example, while Bogra Pourashava spends on

education, Tangail and Patuakhali spends nothing

on this head. Also while some Pourashavas maintain

accounts on a number of heads, other maintain

comparatively smaller numbers, accumulating number

of heads under one name or under the "miscella-

neous" head. This creates problem of comparison

of accounts between several Pourashavas.Patuakhali

keeps much smaller number of heads in both income

and expenditure sides of the balance sheet.

ii) Budgeting

Budget preparation is not anything of a serious

matter. The usual practice is to add arrear taxes

and rates to the estimated revenue of the coming

year to get total demands for revenue, knowing

well that certain portiqn of the current and arrear

demands will not be ~ollected. The difference

of demand and actual collection is large and for

certain Pourashavas the available figures indicate

that in the Table 10.,
A •~~galn, there are other

forms of dissimilari ties i~ accounting practices.

For example, while Comilla and Patuakhali kept
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TABLE 10
ACTUAL INTERNAL REVENUE AS PERCENTAGE OF BUDGETED

INTERNAL REVENUE

Pourashavas
Yea r

Sy1het Rangpur Rajbari Jhenidah Narsingdi

1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85

Average

66.30
98.61
66.01
77 .54

24.33

66.56

80.79
92.70
99.88
89.10
91.52

90.80

71. 28

46.69
74.93
31.10
57.43

56.29

71.66
57.94
65.81
76.22
76.46

69.62

78.25
66.80
73.39
87.40
57.96

72.76

Source: UNDP-UNCHS-UDD Working Paper 7, "Project Evaluation and
Local Financial Resources for Development in Bangladesh",
Dec. 1985, Bangladesh National Physical Planning Project.
p. 41.
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the Urban Works Programme se~arate from the general
account, Bogra and Tangail have not. Similarly,
water supply revenue and expenditures have been
isolated from other functional activities in

Tangail Pourashava. Also some changes take place
in accounts due to central decisions like abolition
of O.ctroi, temporary take over of water supply
system (Bogra and Comilla), relieving some Poura-
shavas of spending on education by the government,
etc.

iii) Auditing

The practice of auditing is an annual feature.
In the last ten years, there were no exceptions
to this rule in any of the four Pourashavas stu-
died. Every year both internal and external a'udi-
ting is undertaken - internal first and then the
external audit,
and December.

mostly completed
External auditors

in between July
are government

appointed,
.of Finance.

presently ,coming from the
One auditor takes about

Ministry
one month

to complete auditing in a district headquarter
Pourashava.
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4.2 The Responsibilities of the Pourashava

The Pourashavas of Bangladesh carry out two types of
responsibilities one can be termed "internal" or

"functionalh and the other "external" or "dependent".

The second type of responsibilities vJill be discussed
first.

a) External responsibilities of Pourashavas

Pourashavas in Bangladesh maintain more or less close

liason with administrative organs of government and

some autonomous bodies. ' Each of the governmental stage,

that is, the centre, the Divisions, the Districts and

the Upazilas have some linkages with the Pourashavas.

Previously, the largest Pourashavas were under the

authori ty of Divisional Commi ssioners. Recently, the
Ministry. of Local Government; Rural Development and

Cooperative (MLGRDC) has been designated the prescribed

authori ty for ell urban. governments. The l1LGRDC can
influence Pourashava finance and management by approving

! '

certain personnel and financial decisions. Personnel
administration within Pourashavas is highly centralised

as 'salary scales are'tied to national scales and appro-

val of employment of permanent staff has to be sought
\

f~om the ministry.
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The 'contacts between Pourashava and district and divi-
sion are now very weak. The development assistance
programme of the Divisional Development Boards are

no more there due to the ar'Jlition of the Boards and

the Zilla Parishad Programmes within the Pourashava

boundary are. uncertain due to indtcision regarding

the status of Zilla Parishads under the existing struc-

ture of the local government. Of course., funds under

special development assistance is released by the Dis-

trict Commissioner for Pourashavas after the completion

of the works contracted out by'the Pourashava. However,
,

a new relationship between the Pourashavas and the

recently formed Upazilas is under formation as under-

stood from the decision to appoint Pourashava Chairman

as member of the overlying Upazila Parishadand from

the' discussions regarding the financial jurisdictions
of the Pourashava and the Upazila Parishad.

Coordination between the Pourashava and the many autono-

mous service organisations is a major problem, specia-
lly acute for the largest .~.

Cllll8S.
,Organisations like

Power Development Board (PDB), Water and Swerage Autho-

rity (\VASA), Telephone and Telegraph' (T and T), Titas

Gas act uncoordinately and creates problem. For example,
, .

whenever one of these authorities require digging throu-

gh a road for laying cable, pipe etc, they do it.



The same road is cut several times)y different organi-

sations for this same purpose and again repaired.

Effecti ve coord ination could reduce thi s sort of was-
tage.

Some sort of direct cooperation is noticeable between

the Pourashavas and the central government in the provi-

sion of public facilities. Recently, in some selected

provement. After the improvements, the system will

be turned back to the Pourashavas. This type of coope-

ration between the centre and the Pourashavas is valu-

able in the condition of lack of fund and technical
personnel with the urban governments.

b) Functional responsibilities of Pourashavas

The functions of Pourashavas are quite explicitly men-

tioned in the Pourash~va Ordinance, 1977. The functions
may be classified as compulsory and optional.
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Compulsory functions

1. Construction and maintenance of roads, bridges
and culverts

2. Removal, collection and disposal of refuse,
wastage and rubbish

J. Provision and maintenance of street lighting

4. Maintenance of public
of street watering

streets, provision

5. Provision and regulation of water supply

6.. Establishment and maintenance of public mar-
kets

7. Provision and maintenance of drainage
8. Provision and maintenance

burning places
of graveyards and,

G
/ . Control over

buildings
erection and re-erection of

10. Provision and maintenance of sloughter houses

11. Control over traffic and public vehicles

12. Plantation of trees on road sides

1J. Prevention of infectious deseases and epide-
mics

14. Registration of births, deaths and marriages

15. Regulation of insanitary buildings.

Optional functions

1. Checking adulteration of food products

2. Control over private markets

3. Maintenance ~f educational institutions and
provision of stipends
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4. Provision of flood and famine relief

5. Provision and maintenance of parks and gardens

6. Establishment of welfare homes, orphanage
and prevention of beggary and organisation
of social welfare voluntary services

7. Establishment of public dispensaries, provi-
sion of public urinals and latrines

8. Establishment of veterinary hospitals, regis-
tration of cattle sale, improvement of live-
stock

9. Drawing up a Master Plan for the Pourasha va
and execute site development schems

10. Celebration of national holidays

11. Reception of distinguished visitors

12. Estabishment of public libraries and reading
rooms

1J. Promotion of community development schemes

14. Naming of roads and numbering of houses.

The distinction between "compulsory" and 1'optional"

functions has been made according to the use .of verbs

"shall" and Hmay" before a function in the Ordinance.

None of .the Pourashavas are known to be performing

all the above functions. Even the medium sized Poura-

shavas choose about half of these functions and irregu-

larly perform one or two others like checking adult era-

tion of food, planting saplings, donation of books

to the public library and providing scholarship to
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The first ten compulsory func-
tions .listed above are found.to be performed by most
of the medium Pourashavas.

There is remarkable disparity in both the absolute
and relative levels of spending on various heads among
Pourashavas. Table 11 provides data on per capita
expenditure by functional area in 1982-83 for six Poura-
shavas.

The variance of spending does not only take place'among
Pourashavas, it also changes withln the same Pour~shava
over years. The total expenditure varies, rises mostly,
but the relative composition varies erratically from
year to year. There is national data showing how rela-

Salaries

---' -

4.3

tive spending on two. heads, wages and salaries and
.commodities and services changes from year to year.
The folowing Tabl~ show ~his.

Expenditure Pattern in the Survey Pourashavas

Recurrent expenditures account for the major share
of expenditures in the study Pourashavas.
and compensations of 'employees constituted more than
one-third of total expenditures of the Pourashavas.

i .

Exac~ figures on this account cannot. be presented
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TABLE 11
PER CAPITA SPENDING IN SELECTED URBAN GOVERNMENTS, 1982-83

(In Taka)
Expenditure Khulna Comilla Sylhet Jessore Tongi ManikganjCategory

General Estab- 1.86 3.50 1.40 1.35 11.60 3.32lishment

Tax Establishment 2.30 2.'38 ,1.88 2.03 0.03 1.57
Health and 7.15 2.52 5.02 0.70 11.42 1.58Santtation

Hater Supply 3.18 1.85 3.78 0.48 0.88
Drainage 0.87 0.73 0.32 3.40 0.52 0.04
Slaughterhouse 0.18 0.47 0.13 0.28 0.04
Road Maintenance 7.77 3.24 8.37 12.25 16.89 9.03and Development

Arboriculture 0.11 0.21 0.02 ,0.28 0.20
Education 0.71 1.42 2.23 3.02 0.28
Horks Programme 7.34 4.48 10.46 7.67 7.30
Other Exp'enditures 0.23 3.28 1.91 3.97 4.23 2.25

TOTAL 31.70 22.66 34.96 34.16 4 a43 26.93

~/ Salaries for a number of functions are included with it.

1/ Drainage and Hater Supply expenditures combined

sJ Records indicate that \;orks Programme expenditures were not sepa-
rated from other categories

Source: "Urqan Government Finance and' ~lanagement Issues in Bangladesh:,
,-The Horld Bank, By Larry Schroeder, Metropoliton Studies pro-
, gramme, The Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs,
Syracuse University, 1985, Table 1.2, p. 8.
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TABLE 12

PROPORTION OF EXPENDITURE IN WAGES AND SALARIES AND COMMO-
DITIES AND SERVICES IN THE POURASHAVAS

OF BANGLADESH (In Percentage)

Yea r
Percentage of Expendi-
ture in Wages and
Salaries

.Percentage of Expendi-
ture in Commodities
and Services

1975-76 23.57 35.02
,1976-77 32.81 21.62
1977-78 37.27 20.33
1978-79 41.10 18.04
1979-80 39.11 21.53
1980-81 36.81 26.00

,1981-82 11.12 12.35
Average Per Year 26.90 19.85

Source: Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, as found in
Shafiqur Rahman, Sitara. Alamgir and Serajul Hos-
sain, "Local Government Finance in Bangladesh",
Edited by Dr. Kamal Siddiqui, pp. 134-135
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since all the survey Pourashavas did not keep the sta-
tistics in the disaggregated form. Only Bogra has
maintained the accounts somewhat satisfactorily. Throu-
ghout the five year period 1975/76-1979/80, Bogra Poura-
shava spent annually on an average ~aka 12.45 lakh
or 48.27 per cent of total expenditure on salaries
of staff. The amount was Taka 24.26 lakh or 44.77%
on average in between 1980/81-1984/85 period. Bogra
also spent another amount of Taka 4.02 lakh or. 7.42%
on an average annually within 1980/81-1984/85, for
other expenses like dress of staff, stationaries, furni-
ture etc.

Other Pourashavas spent less than Bogra in absolute
terms' on employees as total number. of staff is less

or 51.74% of total expen-

in other Pourashavas ~ompared
\
\on an average Taka 26.62 lakh

to Bogra. Comilla spent

ditures in between 1980/81-1984/95 on salaries and
other establishment expenses. The figures are Taka
7.50 lakh or 23.12% of total ave;:age expenditure for
Patuakhali and Taka 12.99 lakh or 34.96% of total ave-
rage expenditures for Tangail Pourashavawithin the
same period.

Expenditures on salaries and compensations is related
\ '

to the number of staff in a Fourashava. Those with
higher number of staff in pay ,roll will incur more

r
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expenses on this head. However, those with larger
number of staff in lower grades will not have same
per capita staff expenses as one with comparatively
larger employees in higher grades. Bogra has compara-
tively a much higher proportion of employees in the
lowest grade than any other Pourashavas studied. While
Bogra ~pent on an average, between 1980/81-1984/85,
Taka 5,316 annually per employee on account of salary
and other establishment expenses, Comilla spent Taka
12,798, Patuakhali taka 13,636 and Tangail taka 12,140.

Establishment cost has risen over the years in all,

the Pourashavas. Table 13 gives information on this.
In 1975~76 constant prices, establishment expenses
in Bogra increased from taka 12.11 lakh in 1975-76
to 19.71 in 1984-85. In comilla the cost has nearly
doubled from Taka' 10.26 lakh in 1975-76 to Taka 19.46
lakh in 1984-85. For Patuakhali, the increse is from
Taka 2.21 lakh to Taka 5.71 lakh in the same period.
A dramatic rise has been experienced in Tangail with
a more than five-fold' rise from Taka 2.72 lakh in
1975-76 to Taka 14.81 lakh in 1984-85.

Percentagewise, the. general establishment constituted
for the maximum portion of salary and establishment
expenditure in all the four Pourashavas except Bogra,
where conservancy section constituted the maximum.
In 1984-85, salaries in general establishment consti-

-"-
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TABLE 13
EXPENDITURE PATTERN IN FOUR STUDY POURASHAVAS FOR SELECTED

YEARS, IN 1975-76 CONSTANT PRICES
(In Lakh Taka)

Establish- Development Other Expen-
ses (Educa-ment Exp- and tion, Treeenses and Maintenance Plantation,SalariesPourashavas Y e a r of Emp- Sports, Pub-

Others (BDB, lic Health,loyees Works SDA, Reve- Civil Defen-
Program nue Sur- ce and Cul-

plus ture)

Bogra 1975-76 12.11 2.37 2.15
1979-80 19.74 1.98 10.80 2.74
1983-84 19.71 3.67 3.89 3.96

Camilla 1975-76 10.26 1.83 3.17 1.62
1979-80 26.31 2.91 9.00 6.85
1983-84 . 19.46 5.44 18.38 4.89

Patuakhali 1975-76 2.21 1.73 0.08
1979-80 4.64 2.04 4.70 0.64
1983-84 5.71 2.59 . 14.79 0.60

Tangail 1975-76 2.72 0.03 0.98 0.59
1979-80 8.95 1.69 2.42 1.74
1983-84 14.81 6.83 10.99 1.38

Note Investment goods index was used in converting the current.
values in constant 197.5-76value. The price deflators used
were those of 'Statistical year-book' - 1983/84, p. 574.

Source Computed from Pourashava financial records.

\ '
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tuted 14.22% of total Pourashava expenditure in Bogra,
20.51% in Comilla, 14.19% in Patualhali, and 12.4%
in Tangail. Conservancy section accounted for 16.90%
in Bogra, 7.68% in Comilla, about 1% in Patuakhali
and 2.07% in Tangail Pourashavas. In Comilla, tax
collection is the most importantexpendi ture category
after general establishment with 8.72% of total expendi-
tures. The same is true for Tangailbut it constituted
only 2.7'6% of total expenditure of the Pourashava in
1984-85.

Expenses other than salaries, on roads, conservancy,
. ,

street lighting, water supply, drainage, public health,
sloughterhouse, education, buryi~g ground, parks, libra-
ries account for the rest of the .expenditures. There
are two different types of expenditures on these
one, maintenance, Bnd two, development.

Dividing expenses in this manner, however, was not
possible due to absence of record-keeping in that manner
in the Pourashavas studied. Total expenses on some
heads both for maintenance and tlevelopment was found
sometimes to include salaries for employees also.

Development and maintenance works were carried out
mainly from the funds under vlorks Programme grant and
Divisional Development Board grants. The surplus reve-
nue was also utilised. for this purpose. Recently,
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the grant provided as special development assistance
is used for this purpose, mainly for the development
of roads and culverts.

Some Pourashavas spent much on certain items while
others spent less on that. While Bogra spent over
Taka one lakh on education in 1975-76, and over Taka
6 lakh (7.47% of total expenditure) in 1984-85, Comilla
spent only Taka 39 thousand in 1984-85, Patuakhali
Taka 10 thousand and Tangail slightly over 80 thousand
in 1984-85. Again, as Bogra spent over Taka 1.5 lakh
and Comilla over Taka 86 thousand on park and tree
plantation in 1984-85, Patuakhali and Tangail spent
almost nothing on these heads. While Comilla spent
regularly on edgah and burying ground, others spent

.almost nothing on these. Details of the expenses can
be ssen from the Appendix Table C.11.

Pourashavas larger in areas seem to spent more on ave-
rage on maintenance and development. Vlhile Patuakhali
spent a total sum of Taka 121.52 lakh in between 1980-81
and. 1984-85, Bogra spent. Taka 85.11 lakh and Comilla
Taka 101.39 lakh. Tangail, of course, falls behind
with Taka 74.20 iakh in the same period. Considered.
on the basis of land area, Comilla leads with a .per
acre spending of Taka 3,783. Bogra trails behind with
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Taka 2,786 per acre. Patuakhali spent Taka 2,267 while
Tangail Taka 1,263 per acre.

On the basis of per capita spending on development
and maintenance, Patuakhali leads with Taka 243 in
the five-year. period 1980/81-1984/85. Bogra
Taka 124 per capita while Comilla and Tangail
respectively Taka 80.38 and 95.44 per head.

\

spent
spent
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5. SOURCES OF REVENUE

5.1 SDurces in Brief

The reSDurces Df PDurashavas can be divided into. three

groups Dne, internally raised revenues, twO.,"the

gDvernment grants, and three, IDans and advances.

The third SDurce is very small in prDpDrtiDn" to. tDtal

revenue Df the PDurashavas Df Bangladesh.14/ TherefDre,

the first two. will Dnly be discussed.

While gDvernment grant includes all types Df suppDrtive

assistance frDm the centre, Dwn SDurce revenue"includes

taxes, rates, "fees, fines, tDlls and rents and prDfits

frDm Dwn prDperty. Own revenue has always cDnstituted
-the majDr pDrtiDn DfincDme in the PDurashavas. TheDre-

tically, this shDuld prDbably, be the nDrm fDr a IDeal

bDdy as the fDIIDwing pDint made by an author indicates.

"Where IDCI autDnDmy is the aim, IDeal taxes shDuld
!be mDst impDrtant sDurce Df IDeal revenue"

[Steiner: 1965:263].

The own revenue sources Df PDurashavas alDng with the

previDus and present rates has been shDwn in detail

in Appendix Table C2, C3, and C4. The 1961 rates were

fDr the first time changed by the Ministry Df LG and

RD in 1985, althDugh that has nDt yet been implemented.
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The tax revenue sources of Pourashavas arE!, those on

the annual value of buildings and lands, on the transfer

of immovable property, on applications for the erection

and re-erection of buildings, on professions, trades

and callings, on amusements, vehicles,'. .
animals, adver-

tisementsand on births, marriages, adoption and feasts.

Out of ~hese the first three and vehicle tax' constitute

almost all the tax income of the Pourashavas. The

rates include those for lighting, conservancy and water

supply. Fees are collected from markets, licenses

for sloughter of animals, from fairs, exhi bitions and,
from schools. Other revenues include rates and profits

from own property, interest from investment, fines

and opening balances.

,
Government grants include normal or recurrent grant ,.

Octroi compensation grant, Horks Programme gran.t and

special project grant.

, .
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5.2 Major Sources of Internal Revenue

Major sources of own revenue of Pourashavas can be broad-

ly divided into two categories. These are:

i) Land based or property based revenues:

This include ~ax on houses, rates for electricity,

water and conservancy, and urban immovable property

transfer tax. While the first three are purely

local levies, the fourth one is a shared tax with

the government.

ii) Activity based or Benefit based revenues:

This include taxes on .profession, trades and cal-

lings, tax on the application for erection and,

re-erection .of buildings; taxes on advertisement,

amusement,vehicles, fees. for markets' and licenses

and tolls on ferries, bus-stands and sand deposits.

5.2.1 Land Based.Revenues

5.2.1.1 The Holding Tax

1) Definition

"Holding.Tax" is a popular term used for expressing

one tax and three rates together. The tax is
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that levied against the rental value of buildings
and land on which the structure are situated and
the rates are for lighting, water and conservancy.
Since all these four types of levies. are imposed
on the basis of a single valuation formula, the
tax-payers are often found to be interested on
that valuation and on the total tax payable under

this formula., Analysts also find it convenient
to examine this tax and rates under one title
for the same reason of unique tax base.l2/ The
discussion here will also consider the house tax
and the rates for lighting, \;ater and conservancy

under this head.

In a broader sense, holding tax is also a benefit--
based levy since these are collected against the
services provided by a Pourashava. But since

this tax is not strictly in accordance with the
"benefit" principle of taxation, it can be termed

more correctly as a "land and building" tax.
In the four Pourashavas surveyed, nowhere" was
it found that there was a relationship between
specific services provided and rates charged ther-

for. While the three rates are actually sUpposed
to be levied only where the services are provided,
in practice they are like natural additions to
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the building property tax whether the services
16/are provided or not.--

2) - Holding Tax Administration.

The Pourashavas are guided by the Municipal Taxa-
tion Rules, 1960 and Model Tax Schedules for detai-
led administration of these taxes. The rules

had gone through several amendments. -The Model
Tax Schedules provide the maximum rate that can
be imposed for each of the rates and the house
tax. However, only a small number of,Pourashavas
fix a rate on the higher side. The following

table gives the rates for the tax and the three
rates separately showing the frequencies of various
rates for 55 Pourashavas of Bangladesh.

Holding tax assessment is carried out under rules
22 to 43 of the East Pakistan Town Committee (Taxa-

tion) Rules, 1961. Under these rules, properties
are assessed at the annual rental value at the

time of assessment. In case of _owner-occupancy

when it is difficult to assess the rent, a value
is imputed from the rents of similar properties

(buildings) in the locality. All properties are
,

assessed for taxation except places of worship
and dilapidated stuctures having annual rental

, 17/value of Taka 50 or less.--
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TABLE 14

RATES OF HOLDING TAX IN 55 POURASHAVAS OF BANGLADESH

House Conservancy Light Water

Rate(%) No. Rate(%) No. Rate(%) No. Rate(%) No.

5.0 2 1.5 1 1.5 1 2.0 1

6.0 2 2.0 2 2.0 11 2.5 1

6.2 2 2.5 2 2.5 3 3.0 5

7.0 8 3.0 1 3.0 29 4.0 5

7.5 4 3.5 1 6.0 2 4.5 1

8.0 9 4.0 3 4.7 1

8.5 2 5.0 5 5.0 1

9.0 4 6.0 5 6.0 1
10.0 19 6.2 1 6.5 1
10.5 1 6.5 3 7.0 2

:12.5 2 7.0 28

7.5 2

8.0 1

TOTAL 55 55 46 19

Note: Total in every column do not add to 55, because all- the
Pourashavas do not impose all types of rates.

Source: Rahman, Md. Shafiqur, "Bangladesh Pourashava (Munici-
pality) Statistics", NILG, 1977 •
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The assessment is made in the following manner.

i. A whole year's (twelve months) rental income
is estimataedj

ii. Two month's rent income is deducted for helping
the owner to cover maintenance cost;

iii. Any mortgage interest cost associated with the
parcel is deducted. Loans receiyed from any
officially recognised. institutions (banks) only
are considered in this casej

iv. An additionsl 25 percent of the ten month's rent
is deducted in case of owner-occupancy.

The above deductions from annual rental value for certain

reasons were introduced in 1963 by a special notifica-

tion. During re-assessment the assessors visit every

holding to collect specific information. The Tax Rules
specify the following details to be recorded during

re-assessment besides the current annual rental values.

i. Holding number

ii. Name and address of owner

iii. Number of structure

iv. Building dimensions

v. Materials used in the structures

vi. Number of floors

vii. Use of the structures

viii. Proportion owner occupied , .
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After every five-yearly re-assessment of properties,
an assessment list is prepared. The Pourashava Chairman
or any authorised officer on his behalf authenticates
the same by putting his signature on each page of the
assessment list. The tax-payers are then free to inspect
the assessment list. Any party aggrieved with the ammo-
unt of the valuation can file review petition in the.
form prescribed for the purpose. These cases are heard
by a sub-committee appointed by the Pourashava under
Rule 29 of the Taxation Rules. If the outcome of the
decision of the sub-commi~tee i~ not satisfactory to
a person, he may, under the Rule 8, file appeal to con-
trolling authority within one month of receipt of the
order. The decision of the controlling authority is
final.

Three registers are maintained for tax administration
in the Pourashavas. These are, (i) a valuation register,
(ii) an assessment register, and (iii) a demand register

/ or payments register. The valuation register cpntains
information on every holding on two assessments the
current one and the previous one, about the valuation
amount, description of the structure and resident status
(whether owmir-occupied or rented out). The assessment
register contains all these information plus everything
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about changes in ownership and changes in assessments

made after the hearing of appeals.

contains payment information.

The third register

For the convenience of tax collection, the Pourashavas

are divided into blocks, circles, mahallas or sectors.

One, -two or three circles are placed in charge of one

'collecting Sarker jTahsil Sarker who collects the taxe s

of that circle through pri va te contacts with the tax--

payers. The payers are however free to pay taxes at

the office counter of the Pourashava also.

The taxes are payable at the maximum of four 'quarters

per year - each quarter of three, months duration. The

rules provide a rebate of 10% if the entire tax is payed

within the, first quarter and a '5% rebate if the respec-

tive quarterly payments are made within that quarter.

A 5% penalty is imposed on every delinquent tax no

matter how late the payment - one month or five years.

The'tax-payers are supposed to pay the taxes within

the same year the tax is meant for. He can however,

pay any arrear taxes with a ~ive percent annual surcharge

attached with that. Whenever a tax-payer fails to pay

the taxes within the official time period, , . \

it falls

on the Pourashava to collect the taxes through certain.
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procedures. It should first issue demand notice to

the defaulter to pay taxes within fifteen days. If

the taxes are not paid wi thin this period, a Distress

Warrant can be issued under Section 38 of Municipal

Administration Ordinance, 1960 read with rule 12-15

of the Taxation Rules, which allows the Pourashava to

sell all or a portion of defaulter I s movable property

at auction on the spot or afterwards depending on the

value of the property. There is also provision under

Rule 38 of Taxation Rules to recover the taxes from

the occupier, if any, in the event of default by the

owner, by attachment of any rent due by such occupier

to the owner.

•
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3) Tax Administration in'the Four Study Pourashavas
(a) Rates of Holding Tax

Table 15 shows the maximum leviable rates and the
rates actually in effect in the four study Pourashavas.

In Comilla, water rates at present are not collected
by the Pourashava because the responsibilities of
water supply has been temporarily taken away by. the
PRE of H/O LGRD. In Bogra' and Tangail, water rates
were never imposed. In Bogra, also PRE took away
water supply system from the Pourashava which is now
collecting a fixed sum. for supplying water to the
people. The Pourashava" may, after the taking over
of the system, impose water rate.

'In all Pourashavas visited, the rates have been in
effect since about 1960 when the Rules regulating
municipal affairs were promulgated. Only one case
of ,rate change Has in Patuakhali where the rate for
house tax Has changed in 1978-79 from 7% to 10%.

The existing rates in Pourashavas-is not high compared
to the rates of our neighbourly' country India. The
rates for house tax and total tax on holdings in selec-
ted Huniciaplities are given in Table 16.
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TABLE 15

RATES OF HOLDING TAX IN TIlEFOUR POURASHAVAS

Existing Rates
(Percentage of valuation)Tax/Rate

Bogra Comilla Patuakhali Tangail

Maximum Statutori-
ly Leviable Rates
Old New(since 1985)

House Tax 10 10 10
Lighting 1.5 2 3Rate

Conservan- 6.5 7 2.5cy Rate

Hater Rate fft-/ 7

Total Hol-
d T 17.5ing ax 25 22.5

7.5 10 7

2 3 3

7 7 7

7 3 plus some
fixed amo-
unts bet-
ween
Tk. 20-50

16.5 27 20

~ Not presently collected.

Source: Pourashava statistics.

\ '

,
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TABLE 16

PROPERTY TAX RATES IN SELECfED INDIAN CITIES AND

MUNICIPALITIES. 1976-77

Municipality State House Tax Total Tax on Annual
Rate Rental Value

Alleply Kerala 7.0 15.0

Asansol \vest Bengal 7.5 .24.5

Baroda Gujarat 12.0 -30.0 22.0-44.0

Bombay Maharashtra 22.5 61.5

Gauhati Assam 10.0 22.0

Gorakhpur U.P. 4.0-9.0 16.5-21.5

Hyderabad Andhra Pradesh 2.0-15.0 17.0-30.0

Jaipur Rajasthan 6.3 6.3

Kharagpur West Bengal 10.0 26.5

Mysore Karnataka 20.0 23.8

Ranchi Bihar 12.5 37.5-42.5

Delhi (1978) 10.0-30.0 17 .5-41.5

Madras (1978) 5.0-14.5 19.5-30.0

Source: Schroeder, Larry, "Urban Government Finance and Management
Issues in Bangladesh", World Bank, 1985, p. 37.
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(b) Tax Assessment

Vacant land is not supposed to be covered by the hol-
ding t~levy. But knowingly or unknowingly some vacant
lands are found to be paying holding tax in all the
Pourashavas assessed. In Bogra, about 25% of the
.owners of vacant land are paying this tax the per-
centageis however very low in the other thre~ Poursha-

18/vas.- ~Ihen.asked about taxing vacant lands, the
officials informed that some land holders were willing~
ly paying tax to avoid any types of legal problems
of ownerships while others for reasons of proof of
permanent settler status etc. In Bogra, the Chief
Assessor told that the Pourashava had a programme
of covering all vacant lands under holding tax as
those lands were not totally unproductive -- producing
crops or vegetables and as the rich possess them having
capacities of paying nominal rate of taxes.

Rules provide that all buildings and adjacent lands
both residential and non-residential be re-assessed
every five years. In all the Pourashavas except Bogra,
this rule was strictly followed. Table 17 sho"s the
years of assessment, types of persons employed for
assessment and the number of holdings 'assessed for



Note

Source

TABLE 17
ASSESSMENTS IN THE FOUR STUDY POURASHAVAS

~/ old area only; .Q./ extended area only; .s..! holdings In the old area only; !lJ holdIngs in the
extended area only; ~/ Including both old and extended areas.

IntervIews with Pourashava officials.
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last two assessments. In Bogra, assessme'l1twas carried

out in 1982/83 only for the newly extended area

not the existing area. Since regular assessment (5

yearly) takes at longer intervals, some Pourashavas

feel it unnecessary to employ any permanent staff

for this purpose. But the Pourashavas are also sup-

posed to take up periodical assessments under Rule

31 \,ithin this 5 years to examine whether any maj or
-change has taken place to any structure, whether any

new construction has been taken up, whether any owner--

occupied house has been rented out or whether any

major change has taken place in rents for houses or

shops. One of the Pourashavas, Comilla had no perma-

nent assessor.

The assessors are supposed to collect many information

during re-assessments. They do not hOvlever take dm'll

so much information during the reassessments. In

four Pourashavas visited nowhere were found all the

information for every holding. In Bogra, the holding

description register did not contain any information

on ~he dimension of the structures. In Comilla, about

70%, in Tangail 80% and in Patuakhali 50% of the hold-

ings did not mention the areas against the holding \ '

numbers. This created problem in comparison of rents
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between houses and between Pourashavas. Problem was

also created by the absence of information on building

loan interest deductions and ages of the structures.

Only the final valuation figures were found in the

register. Information on loan interest was not recor-

ded in the final register because that was not neces-

sary according to the 1960 Rules. When asked to the

officials about. the. proportion of tax. payers having
•

bank loans for house construction, they indicated

very low figures, not more than 1% in any of the juris-

dictions.

In Comilla, a five year register is maintained while

in the other three Pourashavas two year registers

are maintained to record the quarterly payments of

holding .tax. When the two years pass, in Tangail

or Bogra, a new register is opened where the payments

position is again described along with the names and

holding numbers of tax payers. This is on the one

hand time-consuming and on the other error-prone.

In Patu'akhali it was found that. due to. shortage of

clerks they were unable to update the registers for

the last two years. .A five year or ten year. regis-

ter can easily help avoid such unnecessary duplication

of \-Iork.
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The record keeping is also not scientific. For this,

ready made 'information like the number of holdings

in particular tax bracket, number of properties of

different types, payments position in particular tax

bracket, government and private tax liabilities and

current and arrear tax demand and collection is labou-

rios to find.

For tax collection, assessment and maintenance of

tax rolls, the Words in a Pourashava are further sub--

divided into several circles, sectors, mahallas,

blocks, mouzas, or units. Bogra had 15 mouzas, Comilla

40 mahallas, Patuakhali 13 units and Tangail 34 mouzas.

Government and semi-government buildings are often

assessed not by annual rental value method by the

construction cost method. The problem with this method

of valuation is that when valuation increass for almost

every houses in every general assessment, valuation

for these buildings remain the same overtime. Further-

more, there lies provision of valuing structures down-

ward for old buildings although their rents in the

open market might not have gone down actually if com-

pared to other similar buildings.

'I'ax assessment is very important since ,upon it depends

the amount of tax revenue. Some i'dea was made about
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the performance of assessment from interviews with
the sample households paying taxes (70 in each Poura-
shava), from the o,mers of the business concerns (50
in each Pourashava) and officials of the Pourashavas.
Valuation in the most recent assessment was compared
to the expressed rental values or probable rental
values of the holdings during the field sueveys in
the months of October, November and December, 1985.
Problem should be there since the comparison was
made bet\.leenthe rental values of two periods. But
the time intervals was not very large for Pourashavas

/except Bogra, and in between these periods no remark-
able change in rents have occurred as found from the
interviews. Also the under-reporting of rents by
the households during the questionnaire survey should
not make this comparison unrealistic.

From the casual discussions with various types of

people it has been estimated that there should be
under-reporting of rents in the questionnaire to the
extent of about 20% to 30%'in all the sample Pourasha-
vas visited. Therefore, if it is assumed that there
was an average rise of rents of 25% during the three
years prior to the interviews (when the last re-assess-
ment was carried out in Comilla, Patuakhali and
Tangail) unaer-reporting balances out the rise of
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rents. However, the writer still feels that no conclu-
sion b~ drawn" fro~ th~ figures' that follow since thp
sample was very small. For a larger sample, the re-
suIts"may not show such high levels of under-assess-
ment.

The figures that have been calculated in Table 18
gave an idea of gross "under-assessment. The extent
of under-assessment varied from holding to holding
and between Pourashavas. While the actual value varied
between 3.0 times and 26.0 times of assessment value
for pucca structures in Comilla, it varied between
10.0 times and 18.0 times in Patuakhali. In Bogra

the last asseS7
it varied between 8.0 times
ference is greaterfor Bogra

and 37.0
I

because
times. The dif-

sment was held five to six years before the assessments
in other locations when rent was at a much low level.
The average under-assessement in Bogra was 12.0 times
for pucca structures. The average was 7.0 in Comilla,
12.0 in Pakuakhali and 7.0 in Tangail. For semi-pucca
structures the average under-assessment was higher
for three Pourashavas. For Bogra it var:i!'edbetween
8.0 and 28.0 with an average of 17.0. Only in case
of Comilla the rate of under-assessment was lowyr

\ .

at an average of 7.0. For kutcha structures, the
rate of under-assessment was lower for every Pourashava

..•... '1. .~.-"";.



TABLE 18
EXTENT OF UNDER-ASSESSMENT IN VALUATION OF RESIDENTIAL HOLDINGS IN THE STUDY POURASHAVAS

lA - Computed from Pourashava household questionnairesZI - Collected from Pourashava official Registers
Note: 1. The values within the parentheses are the minimum and maximums.

2. Host recent assessment years: Bogra -1977-78; Tangail 1981-82;Patuakhali 1983-84; Comilla 1981-82.
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except Tangail, where average times of under-assessment
was,13.5 .

.(c) Appeals Against Assessment

In all the Pourashavas ,visited, appeals were very

common after every re-assessment. Although aggrieved

persons are supposed 'to file appeal petitions within

one month (30 days) time of the receipt of nE'lWtax

demand, they do so throughout the following year.

In Bogra, petitions were received even after two

years of completion of re-assessment. The main problem, '

of revenue collection associa ted with appeal is that

until the cases are decided the payers do not pay

taxes at new rates and,when they,pay after the decision

they do not agree to pay the fines attached with late
payments. It becomes difficult on the part ,of the

Pourashavas to dispose off so large a number of cases

within a short time., Sometimes it has been found

that although it is not lawful, some influential tax~-

.payers appealed to the Pourashava, Chairm'an directly

and had their assessments reduced without having gone

through the regular process.

The proportion of holdings a~pealing varies with Poura-

shava. I'lhileonly about 4% of' holdings appealed in

Tangail, 58.5% appealed in Bogra.
/

Table 19 gives

information on appeals in the study Pourashavas.
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TABLE 19

APPEALS IN THE STUDY POURASHAVAS

Name of Pourashava

Bogra Comil1a Patuakhali Tangail

1. Number of holdings asses-
sed in the most recent 12,806 9,500 4,700 12,864
assessment

2. Number of Appeals 7,491 2,600 369 491
3. Number of Appea1ants, 7,491 2,100 369 491successful

4. Percentage of Appeals 58.5 27 .37 7.85 3.82to Total Holdings
/5. Average decrease (%)

of valuation after 75% 25% 40% 30%
Appeal

,

Source: Interviews with Pourashava officials.
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4) Tax Staff and Collection Performance

-'Taxadministration,is concerned starting from assessment

of parcels to payment of taxes. Much of the tax reve-

nue is thus dependent upon the efficiency of adminis-

tration. Upon it depends accurate assessment and

timely collection. .Number of staff in tax collection

establishment. and their efficiency is. crucial for

collection of holding tax .

.Tax collection per staff of collection section is

dependent upon valuation pattern, rate of tax in the

Pourashava and efficiency of collection, that is rough-

ly the collection to demand ratio.'.. Colle cion to
demand ratio has been given in table 23. Valuation

per square foot of floor area can be' seen from Table

22 and the rates of holding tax from table 15. These

three factors gives per tax staff collection of holding

tax which have been shown in Table 20. Another factor

that may also affect collection is the area and number

'- of holdings covered per tax collector. If the collec-

tors are to cover a larger' number of holdings, it

may not be possible on his part to be efficienl.

Figures show that per holding tax staff varies between

Pourashavas. It varies from 365 in Comilla to" 1286
,

in Tangail. Tangail's low average per holding collec-

tion may partially be attributed to high holding to

collector ratio. Again, in both Patuakhali and Tangail
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TABLE 20

RELATION BETWEEN TAX STAFF AND COLLECTION PERFOR}~NCE

Name of Pourashava

Bogra Comilla Patuakhali Tangail

1. Number of staff in Asses-
sment and Tax collection 24 26 9 10
Establishment (84-85)

2. Total Number of Holdings 12,806 9,500 4,700 12,864in 1984-85

3. Average Number of hold- 533 365 522 1286ings per collector

4. Average annual collec-
tion (Tk) of Holding 13,45,819 " - 5,02,517 5,89,6759,64,1:>5
tax (1975/76-1984/85)

5. Per Tax Staff Average
Annual Collection of 64,087 37,083 55,835 58,968Holding Tax (1975/76~
1984-85)

6. Average Per Holding
45.8~Collection of Holding .105.09 101.49 106.92

Tax (Tk)

Note: a/ Number of holdings increased from 8,557 in 1976-77 assessment
to 12,864 in 1984-85, in Tangail, a sharp rise which was
not the case in other Pourashavas except Bogra. This sudden
rise explains partially the low per holding tax in Tangail
Pourashava. The shrp rise in number of holdings in Tangail
was mainly due to the addition of new holdings in th~ extended
area where holdings were of smaller sizes with very. low valuat-
tion. In case of Bogra, the extended area was not so low
valued and included commercial areas and some mills and work-
shops.

Cource: Cqmputed from Pourashava Records
\ .
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the collectors have to cover wider areas than the
collectors in Bogra and Comilla. Considering this
fact, the efficiency of collectors in Patuakhali seems
to be better than both Bogra and Camilla. From such
an observation it may be said that a point has not
yet arrived for collectors in Patuakhali where the
efficiency may begin to fall due to excessive burden
of work. It may have arrived for collectors in
T~ngail. But in Comilla, may be, there are some sur-
plus staff. Comilla's collectors despite their favour-
able positions collect lowest per collector and second
lo,,,estper holding. Also collection to demand ratio
is lowest in comilla (see Table 12).

Holding tax consti~utes the highest singular own reve-
nue .source to the four Pourashavas. Defaulting in
tax payment is also highest in case of this tax.
More than half of the tax-payers keep taxes in arrear
at least for one year in all the Pourashavas surveyed.

Performance of holding tax collection can be measured,
in various ways. In a very simple way, per capita
or per holding or per acre collection can be a measure
of collection to see the performance of several Poura-
shavas. Extent of defaulting in tax payment may also
be a criterion to assess the performance. Number
of holding in arrear and amount of taxes. outstanding
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of them can also give pictures of collection perfor-
mance. Simi1arly, annual' demand of holding tax and
percentage of collection therefrom may be another
way to look at the performance of tax collection.
The demand and collection divided into arrear and
current amounts can give still better picture.

The holding tax collection performance can .first
be assessed by per capita, per holding and per acre
of collections in the four study Pourashavas. Table
21 gives the figures for all these for a period 1975/76
- 1984/85.

The above table shows that Bogra's performance is
judged best by all the three criteria. Comilla's
performance is worst: in per capita terms although
not by per acre terms. This comparison is somewhat
blurred by the fact that all the Pourashavas are not
of equal size and density, valuation is not same for
all due to difference in structural composition and
because local to non-local ratio of inhabitahts is
not the same in every Pourashava. The higher the
proportion of non-locals, the higher the chance of
valuation since on the one hand demand for houses'
increases their value and on the \other, valuation
for rented house is 33
houses.lSi.!

cent higher than rent-free
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TABLE 21
COLLECTION PERFORMANCE OF HOLDING TAX

Total collection Per capita Per holding Per acre
Pourashava in between 1975/76 collection collection collectionto 1984/85 (Tk) (Tk) (Tk)(lakh Taka)

Bogra 167.84 246 1,311 5,494
Comilla 93.31 74 982 3,482
Patuakhali 51.28 103 1,091 957
Tangail 60.31 78 469 1,027

Source: Computed from Pourashava Records

i'
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Both Tangail and Patuakhali fell behind <in per acre
terms due to their l~wer density of population compared
to Bogra or Comilla. Valuation should not be of much
difference in between structures of same quality bet-
ween Bogra and Patuakhali (see Table 18) but what
differs is the composition of structures. While in
Bogra about 30% of the structures wer~ pucca, inPatua-
khali it was hardly 5% of the stru6tures. In Tangail
also only about 10% of structures were pucca while
in Comilla the percentage was about 25. These along
with the fact that aensity. of population is lower
in Patuakhali and Tangail explains the difference
in holding tax between these ..jurisdictions. Bogra
is advanced for another reason -- that is the presence
of some industries within the pourashava boundery
which have higher valuation and more 'or less regular
tax paying habits.

An effort was made in estimating the extent of defaul-
ting for payers falling in various' tax brackets in
the four Pourashavas. One circle was chosen. from
each Pourashava having th~ .best records of tax'payment
and therefrom serially grouped the holdings under
several tax brackets showing their extent of defaul-
ting. The best performing circles were choosen because
of limited stay in the Pourashavas. This would, how-
ever, give an idea that at least defaulting was iD

, .
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existence at that extent- if all the circles were
considered, the picture would have been more dismal.
Of course, care should be taken here not to generalise
the number of holdings falling in particular tax bra-
cket for the. whole of .Pourashavas on the basis of
this circle since the best performing circle was in
one of the high value residential; areas in all the
Pourashavas. Table 22 gives thentimber and percentages
of holdings in arrear in these circles in the four
Pourshavas.

. - .'

Only 21% of tax-payers in Bogra, 49% in Comilla, 40%
in Patuakhali and 28% in Tangail were up-to-date with
their payments• There -is no clear pattern which tax
group pays the tax better. It is seen that in other
Pourashavas exceptComilla comparatively Im,er number
of payers were in the higher tax brackets.

It has been estimated from this table that 79% of
the tax-payers in Bogra, 42% in Comilla, 85% in Patua-•
khali, and 58% in Tangail .fell within -the'maximum, .
annual tax range of Tk. ;150 per holding. Viithin a
limit of Tk. 250 annual tax per holding, fell 92%
of holdings in Bogra, 54% in Comilla, 91% in Patuakhali
and 76% in Tangail Pourashava.
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TABLE 22.a
NUNBERAND PERCENTAGES OF HOLDINGS IN ARREAR IN SELECTED CIRCLE IN T~E FOUR

PQURASHAVAS IN FIVE YEARS (1980/81 - 1984/85)
Bogra Pourashava (Circle 1)

Paid tax some times Never paid
Annual Tax Range (Tk) Up to date No arrear between the last and in the last Total

preceeding 3 years 5 years

Up to 50 '24 44 50 36 154
(16) (29) (32) (23) (51)

51 - 150 18 36 21 8 83
(22) (43) (25) (10) (28)

I

151 - 250" 15 11 6 6 38 '0
(39) (29) (16) (16) (13) i'-

"250 and "above 6 . 3 9 7 25
(24) (12) (36) (28) (8)

ALL 63 94 86 57 300
(21) (31) (29) (19) (100)



, TABLE 22.b
Nu}IBERAND PERCENTAGES OF HOLDINGS IN ARREAR IN SELECTED CIRCLE IN TilEFOUR

POURASHAVAS IN FIVE YEARS (1980/81 - 1984/85)
Comilla Pourashava (Circle - Kandirpar).

Paid tax some times Never paid
Annual Tax Range (Tk) Up to date No arrear between the last and in the last Total

preceeding 3 years 5 years

Upto 50 15, 5 3 28 51
(29) (10) (6) (55) (17)

_.-'~-'

51 - 150 '35 2 3 36 76 ~
v,

(46) (3) (4) (47) (25)

151 - 250 19 2 (, 9 36
(53) (6) (17) (25) (12)

250 and above 79 21 3 34 137
(58) (15) (2) (25) (46)

ALL 148 30 15 107 300
~49) (10) (5) (36) (100)





TABLE 22.D
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGES OF HOLDINGS IN ARREAR IN SELECTED CIRCLE IN TilEFOUR

POURASHAVAS IN FIVE YEARS (1980/81 - 1984/85)
Tangail Pourashava (Circle - Betka).

Annual Tax Range (Tk)
Paid tax some times

Up to date No arrear between the last and
preceeding 3 years

Never paid
in the last
5 years

Total

Upto 50 28 . 15 37 7 87
(32)' (17) (43) (8) (29)

,0
-.J51 - 150 31 19 32 5 87

(36) (22) (37) (5) (29)
151 - 250 16 15 19 3 53

(30) (28) . (36) (6) (18)
250 and above 8 19 42 4 73; . (11) (26) (58) (5) (24)

ALL 83 68 130 19 300
(28) (23) (43) (6) (100)



TABLE 22.e
AGGREGATE FOR FOUR POURASHAVAS

Paid tax some times Never paid
Annual Tax Range-(TIc) Up tn date .No arrear between the last and in the last

preceeding 3 years 5 years

Upto 50 109 115 95 102
(26) ___ (27) (23) (24)

51 - 150 132 77 68 67
(38) (22) (20) (20)

151 - 250 57 32 . 32 24
(39) (22) (22) (17)

250 and above 102 49 57 50
(l,0) (19) (22) (19)

ALL 400 273 252 243
(34) (23) (22) (21)

Total

421
(36)
344
(30)

'"OJ145
(12)
258
(22)

1168
(100)

Note: Figures in parentheses in all the above tables (22.a to 22.e) in the last row arid
last column are percentages of total holdings. There in other rows refer to total
number of holdings in that category.

Source: Pourashava records.
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It is interesting to note that the percentage of hold-
ings never paying taxes in the last five" years is
highest in Comilla (36%) and lowest in Tangail (6%).
The percentage of holdings keeping taxes in arrear
for such long times is also exhibited in Comilla 's
poor holding tax collection performance as evidenced

,
from the Table 20. "Also the system of serving Distress
j'larrants(D.W.) to recover arrear taxes was weak in

Comilla. In Comilla, no D.W.s .Jere served in the
last two years. Tangail and Patuakhali served signifi-
cant numbers of D.W.s in the last two years (see page

). In Bogra, the Tax collector said that there
was no need for serving D.W. s "in the last two years
as whoever was approached with a demand notice for
paying arrear taxes .paid that within the given time.
But such a high £igure (195) of gross defaulting
in case of Bogra is not in congruence with facts.
If the picture was like as pronounced by the Poura-
shava officials, probably the Pourashava was not put-
ting enough effort at recovering the taxes.

Demand and collection of h~lding tax in the four Poura-
shavas for the last ten years can be seen in Appendix

Table C.5. This shows that the volume
i "

of holding

tax demand incre~sed several times in all the Pourasha-
vas - from about ..t"ice in Comilla to over nine times
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in Tangail in between the ten year period from 1975-76
to 1984-85. The volume of collection more than doubled

in Comilla while increased more than six times in

Bogra. Judged from the point of view of percentage.

collection, Bogra's performance was the best with

62.79% of collection to demand in the last ten years

ranging between 50.92% in 1976-77 to 71.60% in 1979.80.
Comilla varied between 21.53% and 36.18% only, having

the poorest collection performance. Patuakhali collec-

ted within the ranges 40.70% and 59.78% hav:l.ng'~ total

of 51.12%. Tangail's total collection was 36.55% only.
i

Average annual collection performance between 1975/76
- 1984/85 is given in Table 23., In terms of volume,

Comilla had the highest position with a demand of
- \

Tk. -65 lakh on .average, in the t.en year period. Bogra

closed to it. with: Tk•. 53 lakh. Tangail and Patuakhali

ranked third and fourth' with Tk. 33 lakh and Tk. 20

lakh respectively. In case of collection, however,

Bogra tops the list with over Tk 33 lakh on average.

Camilla collectrd only slightly more than. half tna t

of Bogra on average. In terms of percentage- of total

collection, the position remains almost same for Bogra,

Patuakhali and Tangail in Between 1975/76 1979/80
and 1980/81 1984/85. Comilla improved much from

22.49% in the first five years' average to 32.94%
in the later five year period. The better performance

of collection in Camilla was more due to improvement



TABLE 23
AVERAGE ANNUAL ARREAR AND CURRENT DEMAND AND COLLECTIONS OF HOLDING TAX

(In Lakh Taka)
Average annual Average annual A~~ea~ Current Total

Period Name of demand (Tk) collection (Tk) collec- collec- collec-
Pourashava tion in tion in tion in

'Arrear Current Total Arrear Current Total (%) (%) (%)

1975/76- Bogra 5.78 11.08 16.86 3.15 7.69 10.84 54.50 69.40 64.29
1979/80 Comilla 19.M 7,1.I 26.85 3.72 2.32 6.04. 19.14 31.31 22.49

Patuakhali 2.% 3.86 • 6.80 1.35 2.09 3.44 45.92 54.14 50.59
Tnnga:il 4.61 4.73 9.34 1.93 1.64 3.57 1.I.87 34.69 38.22

~

1980/8\- fJogra 10.59 25.99 36.58 5.58 17.15 22.73 52.69 65.99 63.14 0

-198/,/85 ComUJa 22.57 15.71 38.28 7.38 5.23 12.61 32.70 33.29 32.94
Patuakha1.i 6.1.1 7.13 13.24 2.23 1,.60 6.83 36.50 64.52 51.59
Tangail 12.84 10.82 23.66 3.89 4.60 8.49 30.30 42.51 35.88

1.975/76=-' Rogra 16.37 37.07 53.44 8.73 24.84 33.57 53.33 67.01 62.81
1984/85 Camilla 42.01 23.12 65.13 11.1 75.5 18.65 26.42 32.66 28.63

Patuakhali 9.05 10.99 20.04 3.58 6.69 10.27 39.56 60.87 51.25
Tangail 17.45 15.55 33.00 5.82 6.2/, 12.06 33.35 40.13 36.45
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in arrear collection than current collection. Except
for Tangail in the 1975/76 - 1979/80 period, in other
periods and in total the percentage of current average
collection was more than the percentage collection
from the arrears.

Distress Warrants (D.W.)

Out of the four. Pourashavas, Patuakhali and Tangail
issued D.II.s in the last two years. Bogra had some
warrants in 1980-81 but Comilla did not issue any
in the recent pasL Patuakhali issued 129 D.H.s in
1982-83 and 165 D.W.s 1983-84. Tangail issued 344
D.\'!.sin 1983-84 and 20 D.Til.sin 1984-85. The offi-
cials in Tangail, Bogra and Comilla informed that
the present elected Chairmen were unwilling to issue
D.W.s. It has also become clear from the talks that

\ .

D.W.s were issued only after the imposition of Martial
Laws and during the tenure of government appointed
administrators in the absence of elected Chairmen.
Administrators were more willi~g to recover arrear

.,._-~~

taxes than the. Chairmen through. the .issuence.of Dis-
tress l'larrants.

Though D.W.s were issued, in no instance did any auc-
,tion of property took place. According to the offici-
als, the defaulters paid the entire arrear amount
immediately or a significant portion therefrom commi-
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ting to pay the rest within a short period.

The problem .;ith D.H. s is that when over 50% of the

holdings remain regularly in the defaulting list,

D.H.s cannot be an efficient method to cover so large

a number of defaulters. Ther& is no internal arrange-

ment even to is sue D.vI. s after any fixed period of

non-payment in any Pourashava. Under this situation

the -use of D.W.s becvme discriminatory. / The rich

defaulters can often remain outside its effect through

their influences. The poor defaulters when approached

after a long time with a big sum as arrears, fail

to pay that amount. the unauctionable belongings

they posses often become useless to recover arrear

taxes. !

5.2.1.2 Immovable Property Transfer Tax (IPTT)

Immovable property transfer tax (IPTT) or urban immov-

able property transfer tax (UIPTT) in case of Pourasha-

vas is an important source of income constituting

about 4 per cent of O1,m revenue income for -the four-

Pourashavas.
,

It is a shared tax with the government.

This tax is collected by the employees of Ministry

of Law and Land Reform Posted in the District Registrar,

.office. After retaining 3% of the total collection

to meet administrative expenses~ the- rest is distribu-

ted to the respective Pourashavas within whose bountary

the transfer of property has taken place.201 ~-.-.
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The rate of IPTT is low in Bangladesh. It is only
one per cent of the reported value of the property.
The tax is collected from the purchaser of a property.
A comparison of the rates with other countries will
show how low the rate in Bangladesh is.
Table C-6 shows this.

Appendix

The IPTTis levied on the value of land and structures
upon it, if any, excluding the movable items like
animals, vehicles or furnitures. The tax is normally
collected on the reported value of the property, altho-
ugh that should have correspond(;mce with the market
value and morally the tax .collectors are supposed
to ensure this part to collect the correct amount.
In reality the recording officers do not -always att-
empt to verify the.true market value of a property
under transaction. "The buyer of a property tries
to understate the amount because IPTT and other duties
payable are proportionately related with this value.
A seller may also, .-lishto understate the sale price,
because a higher price means larger capital' gains
and wealth tax.

The tax collecting officer is not
to verify th~ actual market value of

bound by any 'law
. 21/property.-
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There are in total six levies attached to immovable

property transfer
for the seller.

four for the purchaser and two
The purchaser pays IPTT, Stamp Duty,

Registration fee and land development tax; the seller
pays capital gains tax when his sale price is higher
than his purchase price of the property, if he has
so purchased, and wealth tax. Except land development
tax, all other taxes are fixed on the basis of transac-
~ion value. So this .value is very important fo~ actual

revenue collection. Appendix Table C-7 shows what
is the total amount a buyer has to pay when he buys

property.

The t~ble shows that percentage tax burden increases
with the increase of.property value. It is 8.2% ,Ihen

property values Tk 1,000 but rises to 19.9% when pro-
perty values Tk 1,000,000. \llhenboth the rates for
stamp duty and registration fee increases with the
increase of value, the rate remains fixed for IPTT

at one per cent only.,
The total annual collection may increase if greater
volume of transactions take place or if prices..of
properties increase or due to both. An increase in

•tax rate and improvement in collection efficiency

can also improve revenue. In Bangladesh probably

the first two have been the causes of rise of IPTT
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However, lack of statistics constrains aay
attempt to see which of them is more'important in
boosting revenue.

IPTT Revenue in Pourashavas of Bangladesh

Althou~h the.tax rate is low still IPTT addssignifi-
cantly to the Pourashavaincome. Table 24 shows how
IPTT contributed to the Pourashava income.

The results of three streams of calculations have
been shown in the above table.

/ In taka terms, there
have been a continuous increase in IPTT revenue over
the last decade. The revenue from this source increa-
sed about 4 times in between' 1975-76 and 1984-85 in
the four Pourashavas.' As. is shown the percentage
of total revenue from IPTT in these years varied around
3 and percentage of OHn revenue varied around 4 in
both 15 and 4 Pourashavas. the ...~lgures
are slightly lower in case of 45 Pourashavas in
1982-83.

It has been es~imated that while in current Taka IPTT
in '15 Pourashavas increased by 206%, in 1976-77 cons-
tant Taka it increased by only 86.3%. The"'nominal
and real in 1975-76 constant Taka increases in the



,
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four Pourashavas were 166% and 66% respectively.

Table 25 shows how per capita IPTT revenue increased
over time in the sample Pourashavas.

Records show that income from IPTT rose both in nominal
and in real terms in the recent years in the four
study Pourashavas. Appendix Table 0-8 shows how nomi-

•nal and real income from IPTT changed in thes~ Poura-
shavas in the last nine years. From this table it
is found that at both nominal and real terms, Bogra
had the highest rate of IPTT revenue groVlth folloi-led
by Tangail. In two years, 1978-79 and 1982-83, IPTT
revenue rose sharply for all the Pourashavas. There
must have been more transactions of properties in
these two years in all th~ Pourashavas. The ,increase
of revenue in 1982-83 is partly explained by the 2%
increase of share of IPTT revenues for Pourashavas
from 95% to 97% of collection, alloi-ledby the govern-
ment from the same year. The increase in case of
Bogra is explained also by the extension of Pourashava
area in 1982~83.

Nominal and r~al growth or per capita, nominal and
real growth shows half the performance of IPTT collec-
tion in, a particular jurisdiction. \ '

Other importan't
variables for this are per acre of tax collection;



TABLE 25
PER CAPITA POURSHAVA REVENUE.FROM IrrT (TAKA) IN FOUR POURASHAVAS FOR SELECTED YEARS

1975-76 1979-80 1983-84 PercentageChange
Pourashava 1975-76 to 1983-84

Nominal Nominal Real Nominal Real Nominal Real

Bogra '0.67 1-.30 1 .23 2.98 1.86 344.78 177.61
-

Camilla 0.49 -0.49 0.47 0.93 0.58 89.80 18.37
.

Patuakhali 0.67 0.90 0.85 0.85 0.53 26.87 -20.86 -~
0

Tangail 0.58 2.27 '. 2.16 1 .66 1.04 186.21 79.31 -.0

TOTAL 2.41 4.96 4.71 6.41 4.01 165.97 66.39

Note . 'Real' in 1975-76 constant 'Taka. Investment goods' index was used. The price.
deflators tised were from 'Statistical Yearbook', 1983-84, p. 57L,.

.Source Pourashava Records
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collection in relation to economtc activities, and
whether recorded value of transactions reflects market
value or not. Data for analysing the later t\olOare
difficuit to find. About the. question of hundred
per cent registration the Pourashava officials reported
that there was no scope.of total evasion since proof
of ownership is required in case of development, re--
sale. or to prove legal possession of the parcel to
any approaching person - official or non-official.

The per acre. IPTT revenue in a Pourashava is possibly
related with value of land, economic activities, extent
of ..under-reporting and urbanisation. Bogra has a
higher value of land than Patuakhali and economic
activities like trading, manufacturing is more strong
in Bogra than Patuakhali.' This may be causing more
land transfer in Bogra; But under-reporting was more
common in Bogra than in Patuakhali as it became evident
from the interviewes with the Pourashava officials.
From the interviews with officials it emerged that
in three Pourashavas, that is, Bogra, Comilla and
Tangail understatement of value was common in case
of' property transfer while in Patuakhali a slight
ove~statement was a common practi~e. So the three
Pourashavas were loosing
to under-reporting while

some potential revenue due
Patuakhali was not loosing
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if not at least gaining anything. According to offi-

cials in Bogra there was a gen"eral, 'under-reporting

of value during regist"ation in between 30% and 50%

of actual market value.- In Patuakhali, the officials

said that over-reporting was more common due to fear

of pre-emption and acquir'e of land by the government.

The over-reporting was n<;rmally to the extent of 10%'

to 15% of value. 'Instead of over-reporting, PatUa-

khali remain much behind Bogra in per acre revenue

collection •

•
On a per acre,basis, it has been estimated that Bogra

Pourashava has the highest revenue from IPTT. It,
,

in the ten year period, received Tk. 567 per acre

while Patuakhali received only ,Tk. 75. The per acre

IPTT revenue receipts: for Comilla and Tangail was"

resp~ctivelj Tk. 275 and Tk. 210 in the same period.

The higher numbers of transfers in Bogra along "lith

higher values of property might have been the reason

for difference in per acre collection. On an average,

the value of land "las -nearly twice as, much -in Bogra

in December, 1985 as" in Patuakhali. Also, Hhen the

value of residential land in Bogra increased, according

to Pourashava officials, 5 times in between 1975-76

and 1984-85, and commercial land 10 times Hi thin the

same period, price increased hlo-fold for residential
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land and three-fold for commercial land on average

in' Pa tuakhali wi thin the' same period as said by the

Pourashava officials.

Activity Based Revenue

Since urban centres are areas of increased econ'omic

activities, there lies scope for taxation in this

area. The avenue covers business, amusement, erection

of buildings, advertisement, vehicles and animals.

The license section, is in charge of collection of

these taxes in the Poura'shavas. The/ following discus-

sion will concentrate on the business tax, officially

called "Tax of professions, trades and callings".

5.2.2.1 Tax of Professions, Trades and Callings

This tax can statutorily be levied on all business,

firms, mills, '" ~ ..1.aClJOr18S, shops, banks, insurance
companies or any other profit earning organisations.

The tax is also leviable on professionals like lavl-

yers, engineers and doctors practising within the

Pourashava boundary. The Pourashavas impose taxes

on these according to the prescribed rate mentioned

in the Tax Schedules. Pourashavas are however found

to impose taxes on the business concerns and not

on professionals. In' none of the survey Pourashavas.,
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\

there was any record of collection of taxes on profes-

sionals.

The taxes levied by the Pourashavas are extremely
low in comparison to the total capital invested or
incomes earned. The revenue is collected against
the issuence of license. The rate for these are
fixed almost since early 1960' s. The rate for con-
tractors was changed only in Bogra Pourashava. In
Bogra~ it was changed twice, once in 1978-79 and
then in 1981-82. The two types of licenses that
were issued in Bogra against a deposit of Tk 100

and Tk 75 upto 1977-78, were increased to Tk 200

and Tk 150 in 1978-79 and again to Tk. 300 and Tk

200 in 1984-85. In. Tangail, the rates for different
trade taxes. that were between Tk 3 and Tk 100 were
raised in between Tk 5 and Tt 300 in 1981-82. The

,." ,."-:jj~~ ...
rates currently in effeci;':'a:re"'displayed in the Table
26.

The busines~ tax rates are very low. .In all the
Pourashavas the oficials were of the opinion to incre-
ase the ratts several times. All the Pourashavas
except Patuakhali sent fresh proposals to the ministry
for increased rates {or them. None however received
approval for enhancing rates .and so continuing with

the old rates.

Surveys carried out in different Pourashavas revealed
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TABLE 26
BUSINESS TAX RATES IN STUDY POURASHAVAS (TAKA PER YEAR)

, '
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high.
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the coverage of the trade
In none of the central

licenses
business

viaS quite
areas vTaS

found anyone trading without a trade license, except
the temporary vendors and hawkers. But the road
side small shops, mostly within busy residential
areas were found to possess no licenses. Many of
the traders were, however found not to have renewed
their licenses for the ,current year although they
were due to be renewe, in July 1. Appendix Table
C-10 ShOl,iSdifferent types of trade licenses issued
to the four Pourashavas in two 'different years.
Bogra and Comilla did not maintain disaggregated
figures for different trade licenses.

5.2.2.2 Other Activity Based Revenues

Other 'activity based taxes are cinema and theatre,
births, marriages and feasts, vehicles, animals,
new construction, and advertisements.

No Pourashava
than cinema.

imposed taxes
There was no

on entertainments other
l

tax on animals in two
Pourashavas and only Patuakhali was collecting taxes
on advertisements. None were collecting anything
against birth, marriages or feasts. While Bogra
was collecting fees at the annual exhibition, it
has become impossible in the last two years to collect
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from that. The Pourashava was supposed to receive
. '. ,I

about Taka one lakh from the Taka 7 lakh auction

sell of exhibition premises in the last financial

year which it failed to collect for certain unknown

reasons.

\ . There are prescribed rates for all these taxes in

the Hodel Tax Schedules. The rates ~long with the

imposed rates of four Pourashavas are given in Table

27.

Tax on advertisement was imposed only in Patuakhali

Pourash'ava. It collected at the rate of Taka 2 per

square feet. if the size of the signboard exceeded

12 square feet. .!or ,ver;y;.,,la;rge sized signboard or

billboards, the tax was fixed at Tk 100 per year.

Those below the size of 12 square feet were not taxed.

Taxes on the slaughter of animals was collected at

extremely low rates in all the Pourashavas. Comilla

leased the sloughterhouse on an annual basis to avoid

the problems with such a small collection itself.

The present tax rates were on the one hand lo'l and

on the other regressive. When the rate for a rickshaw

was about Tk 30 the rate was Tk 6 for a saloon, Taka

12 for a medium sized shop and Taka 50 for a manufac-

turing company. Moreover, the rates for rickshaw

increased in the last few years \.;hile
, ,

other rates
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TABLE 27

RATES FOR CERTAIN ACTIVITY BASED TAXES AND FEES IN THE STUDY POURASHAVAS

Taxes/Fees
Name of Pourashava Rates of Model Tax

Schedule

1. Entertainment

2. Vehicles:
Rickshaw owner

Renew
New

Rickshaw Puller
Renew
New

Bogrs

10%

Tk 2S
Tk 2S

Tk 2.5
Tk 2.5

Camilla

2%

Tk 50
Tk 70

Tk 10
Tk 1S

Patuakhali

10%

Tk 30
Tk 30

Tk B
Tk B

Tangail

5%

Tk 30
Tk 30

Tk 5
Tk 5

Old

10%

Tk 3-20

New

15%

Tk 5-7S

Bullock Cart
Push Cart

Tk 6.5 Tk 12
Tk 4.5 Tk 10 Tk 15

Tk 22

Tk 22

Van
Bicycle
Boat

3. Animals:
Cow
Goat
Buffalo

4. 'Sloughter of Animals:
Cow
Goat

Tk 25

Tk 3

Tk 4
Tk 1
Tk B

Tk 2
Tk 1

Tk 12

Tk 3

On lease

Tk 3

Tk 2
Tk 1

Tk 1
Tk 0.5

Tk 30
Tk 3

Tk O.S
Tk 0.25

Tk 2-20

Tk 1-25

Tk 1
Tk 0.25

Tk 20-500

Tk 10-125

Tk 10
Tk 5

5. Advertisement

6. Fair, Show 15%

Tk 2 per sq.
foot

Maximum 5% Tk 12-22

No Fixed Rates
7. Birth, Marriage

8. Construction/
Reconstruction

On the size of floor area and construc-
tion material used

Tk 2-500

Tk 6-50

Tk 5-500

Tk 20-325

Source: Pourashava informption.
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In Bogra, rickshaw license tax
was increased thrice in the last 5 years.
it was increased in 1981-82.

Income From Pourashava own Property

In Tangall

Some Pourashava have got certain properties like
land, buildings, shops, auditorium, barding houses
which they rent out to earn income. Some have got
derived properties like Comilla which operates a

,bus terminal which it constructed under a grant pro-.
gramme of Chittagong Divisional Development Board.
Patuakhali has seven ponds where fish is cuItivated
and sold.

Table 28 shows what types of properties the four
Pourashavas have which earn them'rent and profit.

Haats and bazars in the Pourashavas are auctioned
annually to. the highest bidders who operate them
and collect tolls from the sellers. In Comilla, the

I

Pourashava auctions haats and bazars for three years
at a time.

Comilia and Bogra have. their mm shopping complexes
in the busiest commercial areas of the town. Rents
examined in the shops in those markets revealed that
they l,ere lower than private shops. The per square
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TABLE 28
mffl PROPERTIES OF THE POURASHAVAS

(Yes = Y, No = N)

Type of Mode of Name of Pourashava
FassessionProperty Bogra Camilla Patuakhali Tangail

1 • Hat/ Derived Y Y Y YBazar

2. Land and Own Y Y Y YBuilding

3. Boarding Own N Y Y NHouse

4. Shops Own Y y/ N N

5. Audito- Own Y Y Y Nrium

6. Bus Stand Derived N Y N N*

7. Pond Own N Y Y Y

8. Ferry- Derived "N Y Y Nghat . ' ...

*The Bus stand which belonged to the Pourashava was
recently handed over to the Zilla Parishad by the Govern-
ment for improvement. v.The bus stand might not be
returned -back to the Pourashava from the Zila Parishad.

Source: Pourashava information
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foot rent in the Kandirpar Pourashava shops at Camilla

were Taka 0.'50 whereas the rents in other shops in

the same locality varied between Taka 0.75 to Taka

1.00 per square foot. The Pourashava distributed

these shops with a key-moeny (Salami) of only Taka

5,000. So there was no reason for a low rent per

square foot of those shops. Usually those shops

with a larger amount of key-money were found to have

lower rents. In the similar way, rents were INler

for shops in Bogra Pourasha va. The per square foot

rent which was so far Tk. 0.75 was only recently

increased to Tk. 1.25. Still compared to other shops

or similar locations the rents were about 50% lower.

Bogra also attached a key-money. of Tk 5,000 uhile

distributing the shops at Saptapadi shopping complex.

The key-money of similar shops were about .. Tk. one

lakh or above.

Camilla Pourasha va operate s a bus terminal (Central

Bus Terminal). The Pourashava" employees directly

conducts it. There. is a fixed tax of Tk. 5.00 per

bus per day (24 hours) Hhich the officials collect.

The rate according to the Pourasha va official were

According to them they should be allowed to

collect Tko 5 per bus per trip in the same ,lay the
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Zilla Board was collecting from its bus terminal

at Shashangac'ha.

Except Bogra, all the other Pourashavas have several
pond each. But except Patuakhali none has a satisfac-
tory income from those. The ponds are generally
leased out. The auditorium which Bogra, Comilla
and Patuakhali belong also earns very little incomes
as those could only be let out Dccassionally. Ferry-
ghats are lesed out to bidders. In Comilla they
said there \,ere occasions \,henbidders colludeg that
brought do\m auction price _..but it ,laSnot a .common
event. Boarding houses in Patuakhali \,ere found to
be leased out. But in Bogra they let out their buil-
dings on an annual rental basis.

5.3 Goyernmet Grants

Government grant as a pcercentage of Pourashava revenue
has grown rapidly only in the recent years. All the
Pourashavas of Bangladesh together. on the average
received slightly more than half of their resources
as central grant in 1983-84 according to Bangladesh
Bureau of Statistics (see Table 3). In the four Poura-
shavas studied the perc~ptage of grant in total revenue
was about 41% in the same year (See Appendix Table
c.2) •
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The receipt of grants in the recent years in Pourasha-
vas of Bangladesh is on the high side if compared
to some nearby developing countries, specially India.
Countrywise data was not available for India so
some municipality and states have been choosen to
show how grants are apportioned in their total resour-
ces. For Philippines, one.year's of data was available
where percentage figures for 48 Municipalities and
42 cities was given. The Appendix Tables C-1a to C-1d

will show these.

It seem~ from these tables that none of the municipali-
ties except some West Bengal Municipalities has a
higher percentage of grants like Bangladesh in the
recent years. It is also evident that small urban
areas are more dependent on grants than large ones
unlike Bangladesh where Dhaka is more dependent than
many medium sized or smaller Pourashavas.22/

Central resource sharing with local bodies is a univer-
sal phenomenon. What they differ is in the distribu-,
tion pattern of this resource among various loc~l
bodies and between units in. similar types of local
bodies. .While in some countries grant distribution
favour those areas having the maximum resources await-
ing productive utilisation, in others these are mainly-
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for the most needy local bodies and in some they are

distributed on population or' area' basis. The Bangla-

desh grant system has tradi tionaly been of the last

category where population is the basis for grant dis-

.tribution. However, grant distribution in urban areas

cannot proportionately be related to population since

different types of grants are distributed on different

cri teria 'and all Pourasha vas do not qualify for all

the grants in the same ratio. This becomes clear

when we see that Dhaka Municipal Corporation received

around 60% of total urban grants having 37% of total

urban population.

Here, discussion will focus on grant system in the.

urban areas; but since grant programme associates

other local bodies, some related ,discussion is neces-

sar;y. Table 29 gives the pattern of grant distribution

in urban and rural areas of Bangladesh in recent two

years.

Today, the rural areas on. per capita terms receiving.

about -three times more grant. than the urban areas.

The picture was' just the reverse in the late 1970s

and early 1980s, when per capita grants to urban gov-

ernments were three-to-four times gre~ter than to

rural

./

" 23/governments.- 1973-74 and 1980-81,
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,TABLE 29

GRANT DISTRIBUTION IN THE RECENT YEARS IN BANGLADESH

% of Total,. Revised
Type of Grant Budget

1983/84
Budget'
1984/85 1983/84

(In Millions of Taka)
Per Capita

(Tk)E

1984/85 1983/84 1984/85

Urban Grants 284.5 '278.3 100.0 100.0 20.17 19.74
/b 8.3 8.3 2.9 3.0 .59 .59Normal- ,

Octroi 75.0 75.0 26.4 26.9 5.32 5.32
\<l.P. 73.1 91.sL'=. 25.7 32.9 7.3oL£. 9.1#

Special Dev. 128.1 103.5 45.0 37.2 31.4~ 25.3/e
Projects

Rural Grants 3574.6 4380.5 100.0 100.0 47.10 57.71
Normarlb, 114.1 114.0 3.2 2.6 1.50 1.50
Rural Horks 28.0 36.5, 0.8 0.8 .37 .48
Dev. Assis- 1709.5 2300.0 47.8 52.5 22.52 30.30tance
Special 1723.0 1930.0 48.2 44.1 22.70 '25:43'tnfrfs':"-rue ll"!""e

,.L, ••..

/a - based on 1981 npop

l.E.~ Information on normal grants 'obtained from the M/O L. Govt.

/c -From 1984/85 U. De,v. Assistance grant
n/d - Based on the U. Pop ,in Dhaka and Chittagong

~ - Based on 'the popn of Dhaka and Chittagong
l

Source: Schroeder, L. "Urban Government Finance and Hanage-
ment Isses in Bangladesh", The' \vorld Bank, 1985,
p. 53.,
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there was no growth in real per capita grants in local

'bodies in Bangladesh.~/ No relationship could be

made about growth of grants.to growth of GDP, central

government revenue or rate of inflation.Z2/
The grants are meant mainly for paying a portion of

the salaries and compensations of local employees,

honorariums of elected representatives, maintenahce

of infrastructures, and development of roads, culverts,

drains and canals.

is known as follows.

The urban portion of the grant

i. Special salary (subvention) grants

ii. Compensatory grants
mosquito eradication,
cine and injections

for special purposes
education programmes,

like
medi-

iii. Octroi compensation grants

iv. Urban Works Programme grants (since 1984-85,
Urban Development Assistance Grant)

v. Special development project grants.

Numbers i and ii are collectively called Urban Normal '

grant.

Normal or re current grants in Pourashavas have grown,

very slO\oIly in the last decade. The basis for this

grant distri bution ,ms need for additional resource

for salaries of staff in the respective Pourashavas

and the trad.itional quantum of aid that had been flow-
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In many jurisdictions the absolute amount of
this grant has actually d~clined.

Octroi compensation grant was started from the fiscal
year '1981-82 as a replacement to their lost income
from octroi tax which was suspended by a central deci-
sion at the :recommendation of the Taxation Enquiry
Commission. The amount of this compensation was fixed
at a level about three-fourth the average collectio-n

-figures of individual Pourashavas in 1980-81, 1979-80

amo-unt under this programme remained

and
the

1978-79. Till the introduction of this grant
static for

three
uas a

successive years
plan in 1983-84

upto 1983-84.
to increase

Although their
the amount by a

significant level, this - was not ultimately carried
through and receipts of grants under' this head in
many Pourashavas show~d no improvement. -So the increa-
sed figure which was shown 'in 1983-84 revised budget
in Table 30 have actually been close to the earlier
years' figures. In 1984-85 fiscal year again a higher
quantum of octroi grant was earmarked. This time
although grants :increased, it did not increase to
the anticipated level, i.e. according to the planned
quantum. The figures for octroi grant for, four study- ,
Pourashavas show only 12.4 per cint rise in this grant.
So it can be assumed that grants under this programme
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TABLE 30

URBAN GRANTS IN BANGLADESH (1979/80 - 1984/85)

(In t1illion Taka)
., U.Sp.Dev. Project.Special Com pen-

Year salary satory Octroi ~.W.P (only Dhaka and Totalgrant grant .Chittagong amo-grants grants unt included)

1979/80 1:80 7.49 21.40 30.69

1980/81 1.94 6.52 30.00 38.46

1981/82 1.81 -8.06 33.22 48.00 91.09

1982/83 1.99 8.23 27.89 70.00 108.11

1983/8~ 1.80. 6.52 75.00 73.10 128.1 284.52,
1984/8#1' 1.80 6.52 75.00 91.50 103.5 278.32

~ - Revised budget estimate

1/ - Budget amounts

Source: ~1/o Finance and Planning, Demands for Grants and Appro.:-
priations. (Non-Dev.) selected annual budget (Dhaka)
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did not rise to any significant level that year too.

Urban Works Programme (UWP) grants has been the primary
development grant for the urban local bodies in Bangl-a-
desh. The purpose of the grant has been development
and maintenance of infranstructure, helping the poorer
groups with employment opportunities and training
the local bodies to conduct small projects with local
participation. The resources under UWP has grown
.in current and in constant prices. Dhaka Nunicipal

,- -

Corporation did not share the money since 1982-83
and Chittagong Nunicipal Corporation did not receive
anything from this fund in 1984~85. Hence, the share,

of WP grants in other Pourashavas must be increasing
as total fund is still growing. The growth of UWP
grant has

,
shown marked increase in the four study

pourashavas as seen in Table 31.

There is percentage variations of grants receipts
under different heads in different Pourashavas. Normal
grant constituted 3.66% of total grant in Patuakhali
while it constituted 18.98% _in Tangail. Similarly,
grants under Works Programme constituted highest per-
centage of Tangail's grant income vlnile in Patuakhali
it constituted lowest percentage. Income from '.octroi
com~pnsation grant was very low in Patuakhali in compa-
rison to other Pourashavas. Total volume of grants
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TABLE 31
TOTAL GOVERNMENT GRANTS RECEIVED BY TIlEPOURASHAVAS

IN BETWEEN 1975-76 AND 1984-85
(In Lakh current Taka)

Grants'

1. Normal

'2.Works Programme

3. Octroi Compensation

4. Sp. Dev. Grant

5. Total Grant
6. 'Grantas % of Total
,Revenue

7. Annual average growth
rate of grant within
1975-76 and 1984-85

8.Per capita grant (Tk)
9. Grant per acre of

P. Area (Tk).

Bogra

12.34
(8.85)
35.93
(25.77)
36.91
(26.48)
54.22
(38.89)
139.40

30.23

15.14

242

4,563

Comilla

16.60
(14.53)
53.94
(47.21)
39.26
(34.36)
4.45
(3.89)

114.25

26.26''

16.05

'107

4,263

Patuakhali

4.14
(3.66)
27.01
(23.9)
1. 78
(1.57)
80.09
(70.86)
113.02

55.96

19.57

293

2,109

Tangail

14.77
(18.98)
42.27
(54.32)
14.70
(18.89)
6.07
(7.80)
77.81

31.45

1.7.99

120

1,325

.Note Figures in parentheses,are percentage shares of individual
grants to total grant in a Pourashava

Source Pourashava records
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" '

',~eceivedwas not very different between the Pourashavas
except fo~ Bogra and Tangail - Bogra received nearnly

" twice the amount Tangail received in this ten years.

Patuakhali I s share of grarit in total income (55.96%)
was much higher than other Pourashavas. The percentage
composition of graJl{was little over 30 per cent for

- Bogra and Tangail and -26.per cent for Comilla. .There
was no marked difference in the average annual growth
rate of grants ,Ihich varied' between 15% .in Bogra and
19.5% in Patuakhali. 7here was of 'course some large
d-ifference in per capita grants receipts in between.
the Pourashavas. While Bogra and Patuakhali was closer
with. higher per capita grants,Comilla and Tangail
was closer with low' per capita grants. Patuakhali
led with a per capita grant of Taka 293 while Comilla
bottomed the list with Taka 107 per capita. In case
of per acre grant receipt, Bogra and Comill~ were
in favourable positions with smaller land areas of
almost equal size "hile the nearly equal sized but
larger Pourashavas of Tangail and Patuakhali was. in
unfavourable positions. Bogra had the highest receipt
per acre "ith Take 4,563 follo"ed by Comilla with
Taka 4,263,
1,325.

Patuakhali Taka 2,109 and Tangail Taka,
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The probelems that. Pourashavas face regarding UWP

grants are.. mostly that of pre-planning of proj ects

since information on grant receipts comes after the

preparation of Pourasha va budget. As UWPgrants are

allocated in the government's capital budget (ADP)

which. comes out in late June every year, the share

of individual Pourashavas is received even later,

sometimes in July or August.

There is no clear formula for distribution of UWP

grants. As is assumed, population and land area may

have been ttvo of the important variables tha~. guided

its allocation. According to Pourashava officials

UWPgrants depends also on. a third variable that is

"pursuation" by Pourashava Chai:rman and the Accountant

-, in the Ministry of LGRD. The disbursement of .aiYocat-ed-

funds is also to a .lc!];g<i extent dependent on this

pursuation factor.
•..•:.~~.
Due to this factor probably, a

clear basis for. UVTPgrant distribution cannot be made

from ~he figur~s. Erratic ~ise or fall of this grant

in different years in the. 'study Pourashavas imparts

.credit to this view.

Special development grants or town development grants

as locally'-. called, are distributed according to needs

of maintenance and developm~nt of infrastructures
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in Paurashavas. There are large' variationp in its
distribution as Bvidenced in the Table 31. While
Patuakhali received Taka 80.09 lakh, Camilla'received
only Taka 4.45 lakh in the ten year period.

\
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6. OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1 The Holding Tax

_Holding tax demands ~ttention for improvement from
seven points of view - rates, assessment, coverage,
record~keeping, collection, app~al and measures against
defaulting. Issues related with each along with sugge-
stions for improvement are given below.

Rates

Rates for holding tax are fixed by the government.,

Since 1961, there have been only one revision of these. " . -: "-,;.: .•:\ '.- ..:;:.;:.

rates in 1985. The recent change lowered the house
\
\portion of, holding tax and 'the waterra te. Lighting

and conservancy rates have b~~n kept unchanged. "Under,
a situation of constant strees by the government to
mobilise own resource and under a condition of continu-
ous rise of house-rent and value of real-estate, the
decision of the government to lower house tax rate
by 30% is incomprehensible. -When it has become diffi-
cult for the Pourashavas to impose the present rB;tes.

~:;"' ".'
with an average effectiveness of even 20%, the lowering
of rate will, in the pV-blic mind', c:r;eateconfusion
about the need for local resources ~nd for the Poura-
shave. officials produce frustration. To some it is
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a "seemingly irrational" behaviour on the part of
26/the government.--

Under the above situation the relevant authority should
give a re-thinking about the new tax rate for house
portion of holding tax. In case of water rates also
the same applies -- the rate 'should better have been
kept at the earlier level with some'additions of fixed
amounts that have already been attached to strengthen
the tax base. As long as property assessment perfor-
mance remains at t~e present level, rates should not
be lowered, should instead be enhanced.

One point worth mentioning about the rates in the
four Pourashavas studies is that some sort of positive

. ,relationship is noticeable between the total tax rate
on holdings in a Pourashava and the extent of under--
assessment :there. To.prove or disprove a hypothesis
of direct linkage of tax rates and rate of under-asses-
sment require wider study. The point which the author
tries to drive,. however, from sillchan assumption is
for looking into the possibility of a uniform rate
of tax for similar types of Pourashavas if not for
all the Pourashavas of the country. If such a situa-
tion really exists where the pourashavas with higher
'ratesunder-assesses more than those with lower rates,
it proves that the effective rate is almost same for
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Under such a situation uniform rates can be

advocated to distribute same proportion of tax burdens

at least on the people of same types of Pourashavas.

The authority can fix several sets of rates for the

holding tax, each set for a particular group of Poura-

shavas. The authority may, for the sake of equity

and progression in taxation, fix the higher rates

for the more developed areas and lower rates for the

backward ones judged by valuation of property in terms

of prevailing average rent levels.

Assessment

If the authority and Pourashavas are prepared for

correcting the under-assessments, that is putting
the valuation at the market rate, there is a case

for -lowering the :eresent_rates of holding tax. With
rise in valuation income from holding tax will rise.

Assessment should be corrected so that no anomaly

exists in the system. This should be done not at
once, of course, but in phases, increasing the present
taxes by some percentage every year until it reaches
very near to levels at the corrected assessments.
Problems ,viII still be there ,'liththose properties
having highest levels of under-assessments. These
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should be dealt with specially, if required with the

help of the administration. As has been found these

ar'e the most valuable properties in most cities, the

owners should nt at least, be economically unable to

pay a higher amount of tax. They should be pursuade~

at first and forced to pay through cerci ve measures

at last like serving with distress warrants and reco-

vering the money from the tenants if any.

A centralised unit for assessment (property valuation

board} like India can be set up to implement the sug-

gestions put forward. Training for 'local assessors

should be initiated to strengthen periodical asses-

sments to. be undertaken by them. There is provision

for periodical assessments in Taxation Rule 1931 and

Sub-rules of 1932. But this has not been taken seri-

ously by any Pourashava studied.

Coverage
, ,

About the coverage of holdings in assements, nothing

can confi'dently be said' since house to house inspec-

tions in the Pourashayas were not possible. vihat

became apparent 'in course of questionnaire surveys
\

'"as that not aLlY great number was left out of the

net.
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Whatever the coverage be in different Pourashavas,

the suggestion here is for a tax map or complete cadas-
ter so that no parcel be left out of assessment.
Also this is required for understanding the structural
composition of the houses at a time it is needed.
Whenever the characteristics of a structure changes
(say, from kutcha to semi-pucca), the colour for that
parcel would be changed in the map so that tax income
from the increased valuation of the new structure
is not lost. If in this way gradual changes are made
in tax volumes for a parcel ,lith gradual changes in
structures, there will not bea sharp increase in
valuation for all the holdings during re-assessment
which annoys the people most.

Record-keeping

The error prone and cumbersome record-keeping system
may be simplified .by replacing the one or two year
registers with five year registers. Permanent numbers
should_ be given to every holding so that comparison
becomes easier. The registers should include all
{he relevant information and should be maintained
in such a \vay so that at any time it i,sneeded total
volumes of tax demand and tax collection can be calc-
ulated .easily. The registers should contain statistics
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of total number of structures in different categories
and p'eople in particular tax bracket on a point of
time. ,The -information on valuation, tax deduction
due to loan and owner-occupancy should be incIuded
also.

Account should be maintianed at a more disaggregate
level. Capital expenditures should be separated from
recurrent expenditures which will distinguiS,h regular
operating payments on items consumed during ,the accoun-
ting period from those investments which,'yield a floH
of benefits over a number of years. ;

The major compo-
nents
recent

of capital expenditures
. 27/'. .report,-- following:

are, according to a

i. acquisition of l~nd and buildings
ii. construction and

civil engineering
with those works,

'improvement of buildings and
works, including fees associated

iii. acquisition, rene,ml or
vessels, major plants,
and similar items,

replacement of vehicles,
furniture and equipment

iv. improvement works
works, such as
roads etc, and

and significant reconstruction
re-roofing, reconstruction of

v. any other outlay which is of value to Fourashava
in the provision of its services beyond the end
of the year of account.
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Collections

To improve the present tax coolection performance
several suggestions may be made. Firstly, arrangement

bank branches.
should be made for tax coll~ction through some selected

Gradually, the present system,of col-
lection through door to door visits by collecting
sarkers should be replaced with collections only in
the banks and in the Pourashava office. This is neces-
sary for tHO reasons - one, this personalised system
is corruptive and two, this is a time;-worn system.
If the people can pay rates for utilities like elec-
tricity, telephone, water, gas to the respective offi-
ces or in the banks, .they Hill also pay this tax in
the same manner. What is necessary for that is a
feeling among the population about the necessity of
Pourashava services and some coercive instruments
too. Bill from the office may be sent to the tax--
payers by post regularly for payment. They should
be conducted also for .their.complains and sugge'stions
to improve services.

Measures may be taken so that tax-collection proofs
\

are required for certain purposes }ike in case of
transfer of property, erection and re-erection of
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electricity, gas, telephone and

water connections, issuence of nationality and charac-
ter certificates, marriages, joining of services and
.the like. Arrangements should be made, of COUrse
"lith the permission of the government, with various
utility' service departments to snap uti~ity services
when a person will keep taxes in arrear. Tougher
measures are recommended because they are not unusual
in the utility service departments. There are provi-
sions of snapping of services in those organisations
which is not possible in case of Pourashava seryices.,
It should thus be done in close cooperation "lith
others.

The present rate of ~enalty .attached to overdue taxes
, \ /are too low and at the same time not rigor(>usenough

. I

to force early payments. The penalty remains same
for every type of defaulter -- neH or old. The penalty
rate may be equal to. the rates for fixed deposits

in .a bank and should be increasing overtime at a com-
I

pound rate. The present rate of rebetes for early
I

and timely payments should be continued.

Some initiative in tax collection be developed in
every Pourashava by way of matching a portion of gover-
nment grant on collection performances. The Pourasha-
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va, to improve collection efficiency should initiate
tax campaigns, public meetings and regular, official
meetings. Other measures may be adopted to improve
collection efficiency. As for example, in Patuakhali,
the Pourashava Chairman has devised a praiseworthy
technique for improving collection efficiency. He
insisted that salary of the staff should be given
entirely from previous month's collection from holding
tax. If the collection was poor, salary was delayed
until collection covered the amount of the total sala-
ry. It worked and the collection performance has
improved.

Collection targets on a quarterly basis should be
made for improving collection performance. I'larrants
should ,be used vigoro~sly to collect all arrear taxes.
Serving of warrants to all the defaulters after a
certain period should be a regular phenomenon to be
strictly practised by all the Pourashavas.

The government and other autonomous bodies should
be prompt in paying taxes regularly•. The arrear taxes
should be immediately paid. In Patuakhali, government
sector accounted for about Taka 6 lakh of arrear tax
demand, in Bogra about Taka 10 lakh and in Tangail
Taka 7 lakh. In comilla, the government cleared recen-
tly almost all its arrear taxes.
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Appeals

As has Deen' found in all the pourashavas, taxes were

reduced commonly on appeal. Allowing a reduction

to almost" all the apeals proves its weakness as a

system. This system should be geared in line with

the rules that dictate its functioning. As'presently

pra~tised, reductions are made on cases of poverty

may not be a reason for reducing taxes.

Reducing taxes only on genuine grounds ,'Iill help in

three ways it would reduce number of appeals, it

Hould increase tax income of Pourashava and' it would

not stop payment by appeallants on the plea that their

cas es were not heard. Large number of appeals cases

, create problem of disposal which often takes more

'than one year to complete. A short 'term recommendation

about appeaJ:. is to' replace the Pourashava' chairlilan

as head of appeals board ,-lith a retird civil servant

or a pious person of the locality who should ,:',<>hlays

decide cases collectively. the Chairlilan due to the

sake of popularity is often found to reduce taxes,

sometimes taking unilateral decisions. In the long

run, the central valuation board should hear appeals

so that irregularities are, minimised.
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Immovable Propertv Transfer Tax (IPTT)

Hany researchers feel that IPTT rate can be enhanced

several times.28/ The officials interviewed in the

four Pourashavas also gave such opinions. According

to them, raising of this rate will have little or

no effect on the volume.of transactions but the revenue

for Pourashavas from IPTT. would double or triple by

that. Before giving any conclusive remark about it

is necessary to look into the tbtal levy attached

to a transfer instead of a part of that which is indeed

a sillal,1- portion of the total revenue (of the govern-

ment and local bodies) from IPTT.

IPTT constitutes a small share in property transfer

it constitutes a. fixed one per cent. tax on the

value while together with' otner levies the total tax

rate associated with'i t' . varies from at least 8 per

cent and may rise to over 20 per cent for large valued

properties. So increasing the rate of IPTT by any

little percentage will, be added' 'vi th the total tax

and increase .i t further. .~his may produce.1l negative

effect on property transfer which may hinder urban

development by Hay of remaining properties .with the

inefficient OHner than getting transfe~red to an effi-

cient hand. Generally the urban land has been found

to be transferred to more efficient uses which may
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not be true in most cases in case af transfers in

the rural areas in Bangladesh.

Due to the abave prablem of rate increase, the rate

of IPTT should be raised slawly abserving its effects.

Immediately, a ane per cent increase may be recam-

. mended. If volume af transactian remains same. this

will result in a daubling af IPTT revenue far the.

Pourashavas. Keeping three. years far abserving the

effects af rate rise, anather one per cent may be

increased at the beginning af the faurth year. The

expectatian is that ane per cent increase naw and

anather one per cent after three years will nat hamper

29/transactians.-

Anather way of improving revenue fram IPTT is to im-

prave ta~ administration. Presently the District

Registrars do. nat go. far 'detecting under-reparting

af transactian value. They accept if the values is

more ar less satisfactary to. them. Same ref arm in

this area by the Hinistry af La,,! and Land Reform may

imprave valuatian and tax revenue. If arders carne

fram above to verify the actual market value af the

praperty under transactian, the afficials "ill carry

that aut.

performance.

This' "ill certainly imprave collection

In Bogra, Camilla and Tangail the Poura-

shava officials stated an under-valuation \{ithin 30%
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and 50% of the value. In Patuakhali they however
said that there was no under-valuation on average~
If the valuation could be fully corrected, the three
Po'urashavas~lould receive about 40% more revenue from
this head.

To eliminate undervalulation, a schedule of approximate
property value should be pre.pared every six monthly
or more frequently if so needed. by the .Registrar's
office in conjunction with Distriqt Statistical Office,
broken down by major property characteristics. The
value of per decimal or per bigha Qf land indifferent
areas Hill then be known and there ,Jill be no scope
for under-valuation
at that price.

one has to transact at least

After the transfer of. a piece of property the buyer
comes to the Pourashava office to change the name
of the former OHner and put his name against that
holding. Pourashavas collect certain amount as name
transfer. charge for this work., Bogra collects, Tk
50 per change, Tangail coll~cts Tk 10 per change and
Patuakhali collects 0.5% of the value of transferred
property. Patuakhali collected a good amount, more
than Tk 28 t~ousand or slightly more than 2% of inter-

nal revenue or half that of IPTT revenue in 1984.-85.



other Pourashavas may also try to collect this fee

at a higher rate.

6.3 ,Tax on professions, Trade and Callings

The rates for this tax has recently been revised up-

ward. Although from the point of view"of abrupt incre-,

ase it is a large, rise- of nearly, 5 times on average,

still in" constant Taka the rate is stil lower and

about half the value it had when the rates were fixed

Another point to mention is that, when the" • Q61l.n .1/ •

lower limit has been increased by 5

limit has been increased by 4 times.

~.ulme?, the upper

There is no clear basis for imposing taxes on b~siness.

The "suggestions is" to base the' tax on four factors

on the area of business" on the location of the

business, average volu"mes of sales per day and rent

per month. A hypothetical formula for fixing this

tax may be as follows. •

Take, for example, a shop in the best location. The

area of the shop is 100, square feet, its per month

rent is Tk 300 and average daily sales volume is Tk

1,000. Let us now find its annual tax in the following

manner.
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TaxAttributes Shop X Tax Rates Volume
(Taka)

.Location Best 100,; of the area 100
Area (sq. ft) 100 200% of the area 200
Rent per month(Tk) 300 50~; of the rent 150
Average sales 1,000 25% of daily sales 250per day (Tk)

TOTAL TAX 700

There ma;y bE: sa;y ') t~"'pes of locations

goou, gooa, average 2.nd belo, .... average.

best, ver:i

The business

in each location would be categorised under one of

these types and the tax will be a percentage of floor

area of the business, varying between 10090 and 50%.

Fixing of rates in this manner have tHO advantages

- it considers all the relevant attributes of a busi-

ness and is elastic in nature -- it Hill, unlike the

present system, change the tax from year to year depen-

ding on the rent and sales volumes.

In case of veq' large business or factories covering

thousands of square feet, or in case of business wnere

per day sales volume is irrelevant or where the prqfit
. ,

is unusually higher in comparison to floor area, simi-

lar other formulas may be derived at for fi;:L,c:

•.
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Rebate and penalty systems may also be introduced
in. case of business taxes it will help quicken
the payments. The rates of rebate and penalty may
be similar to that of holding tax. Arrangement may
also be made so. that payers of business taxes can
pay tax in 2 or 3 instalments.

At present the Pourashavas are not collecting any
tax from professionals like advocates, doctors and
engineers. These should be collected at different
rates depending on their possible earnings. A tax
may be introduced for other people ~mployed in various
offices and business called "payroll tax". There
will be some scope for taxing the non-permanent inhabi-
tants of the area through this tax. Since the nqn-per-
manent members do obtain advantages in this city,
they should be paying something too. It has been
estimated from total salaries of government employees
by Asaduzzaman [Asaduzzaman: 1985: 199-201] that it
,laS possible in the 1985/86 fiscal year to collect
Tk 8.4 million from payroll tax ai; an average i-ate
of 5%. The tax revenue ~ould rise to Tk 10.3 million
in 1989/90 as estimated by him.
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6.4 Other Taxes

Vehicles

Tax rates for vehicles have been increased recently.
about three times and that of boats more than ten
times. While the rate increase is proportional to
price increas.es in case of boats, it is much less
in case of vehicles. Unfortunately, taxing of boats
is very uncommon -- none of the four Pourashavas im-

of taxation of boats but it has never
posed any tax
so,megood scope
"been utilised.

on boats. In Patuakhali, there was

About the taxation of vehicles, it was found that
most of the vehicles gave taxes at the 10Her sides
of the limit (see Table 27). Although the tax rates
have been increased their lies scope for its continua-
tion as the lower limit has been fixed at Taka 5 only.
This should have been fixed at higher levels, perhaps
at Tk 15. It ~ould have been better if the authority
fixed the ratea according to types of vehicles instead
of putting such a wide range to accomodate -all types
of vehicles within that. Also there should be system
of revision of these rates every three years. The
proposed rates for the next three years may be, bicycle
Tk 15, RickshaH puller Tk 25, rickshaH o,mer Tk. 75

for 016. and Tk 100 for ne" ones, bullock cart T:,50,
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push cart Tk 30 and van Tk. 100. There may be several
rates, each one for similar types of Pourashavas.
The proposed rates are for secondary Pourashavas.2Q1

Bicycles were found not to pay taxes regularly in

3 Pourasnavas out of 4. Only in nogra '.IaSthere a

significant number of cycles taxed. In Tangail, only

two and in Patuakhali only th'ree cycles paid tax in

1984-85. Measures may be taken for these types of
defaults also almost similarly as suggested in case
of holding tax. The help of traffic department may

be sought to find out defaulters., SOfie arrangement

may be made like other vehicles of putting numbers
to bicycles along with registration years to help
easy detection of defaulters possible.

Boat registration should be undertaken immediately.

Advertisement

Advertisement tax have been found to be collected
only in Patuakhali Pourashava. Others shouQd also

collect it. The flat rates proposed in 1985 is confu-

sing. The rates should better have been fixed on
the size and value of the sign-board or bill-board.
Tk 5 may' be collected per square foot plus 5% on the
value of ..the advertisement. Advertisement rates for
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newspaper advertisements and cinema or posters may
be similarly fixed by respective Pourashavas.

Entertainment

Hates for entertainment as long as the upper limit
is considered seems satisfactory. But lower limit
should have been fixed, perhaps at 10% .because some
Pourashavas have been found to collect at very low
rates, like Comilla collecting at 2% and Tangail at
5% of the value of entry tickets.

Births, Marriage and Feasts

None of the four Pourashavas collected any tax on
births, marriages and feasts. 'The present rates fixed

in 1985 seems very high as long. as the upper limits
arec6ncerned. There should be a fixed rate for
births. There should be flat rates for marriages
(say, Tk 100), birth-day functions (Tk 50) and 6ther
occassions (Tk 25). The tax should be collected at
the ofifice when applying for holding of such occas-
sions. A permission from the Chairman of the Pourasha-
va should be made compulsory to hold any occassion
that effects the space outside the permanent structures
of a residence or that requires space in a hotel,
club, auditorium,bunglow, park or on open space within
the Pourashava boundary.
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Fees are collected for slaughtering of animals, during

water connections in a holding, from markets and ferry-

ghats, from fairs, shows and exhibitions and on licen-
ses, sanctions and permits.

The revised rates o~ slaughter of animals has been
fixed at an appropriate level not too high not
too low.

of meat.

Higher rates will .tend to increase the price

The Pourashava can now increaase their reve-
nue several times from this source. In Camilla, where

,
slaughterhouse is auctioned out, will have to be auc-
tioned freshly. The Pourashavas Bhould correctly
calculate whether net revenue is more in case of auc-

tion or in case of direct collection and act accor-
dingly, to maximise income.

Water connection fee has been mentioned with the water
rate in the revised schedule. The rates seem good
but should have been disaggregated according to the

sizes of pipes. There is very good pr6spect of revenue

collection from this fee.' Tangail collected 30 per

cent of total revenue from water connection and use
fees in 1984-85. Presently, Bogra and Camilla are
not collecting from this source. Patuakhali collected
small revenue oecause of their low rates and limited
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coverage of water supply. Effort should be given

to supply more water for the inhabitants and collect

good sums as water connection and use fees.

Ferryghats and markets are leased out in the Pourasha-

vas survej'ed. Leasing is good so long it earns suffi-

ciently. at least equal to the income that could

be earned through direct participations deducting

for all costs associated with For leasing, wider

circulations should be made to make the bid competitive

and less prone to collusions. One important thing

about the markets is that the nUDber of leasable mar-
kets in all the Pourashavas is less than the number

of markets actually.in operation in the jurisdictions.

As for example, although there are in total 9 marksts

in Bogra tmm, the Pourashava has the jurisdictions

of .leasing only 5. When asked about the reason for

that, the Pourashava officials informed that the gover-

nment did not recognise the rest. The suggestions

here is that ~he relevant departments should be prompt

in its actions about things like this where revenue

is involved.

Fairs, shows and- exhibitions are not an everyday event.
It 'generally takes place once or t'lice a year. But

good prospects lies in reasource mobilisation from

there. Revenue can be collected from such events
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through the entry tickets by collecting a proportion
of it as taxes. but since it is convenient to collect
a portion from the value of auction of the place of
the fair or exhibition, it is recommended here. Bogra
used to collect good amounts from it previously.
Last year it failed to collect a potential amount
of about Tk. one lakhfrom annual exhibition for cer-
tain unknown reason. All the Pourashavas should take
initiative to collect revenue from this source.

6.5 Own Property Inco~e

All the Pourashavas have some lands of their own.
Some have developed them which earns them rents.
Bogra has constructed as many as 416 shops. Comilla
has also got good number of shops. But other two
Pourashavas have none. They can, if construct shops,
in the short run, receive good amount of rent after
recovering the cost of construction through collection
of key-money (salami). Ponds are not profitable ave-
nues. These lands should be. given to more profit
earning purposes. In the long urn, hot~sing projects
may be undertaken by the Pourashavas. In Comilla,
there is -scope for imp~ov~ng revenue from its bus
terminal by fixing rates per trip of buses instead
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of the present rate per bus per day. Tangail can

collect fee from bus terminal if the terminal is re-

turned by the government after improvement. Patuakhali

can also generate resource from bus stand if the under-

-~onstruction bus terminal is handed over to it.

6.6 Additional Sources of Revenues

Octroi, which earned the Pourashavas a sizable portion

of their total revenue, have been abolished. Thought

should be given on the possibility of iIJposition of

some siinilar types.' of taxes, if not on all goods,
.'

a~ least on some highly profitable goods like tobacco,

cigaret ts, bidi, hides and skins, textiles, petroleum

and machineries. These can be. collected from the

largest whole-sellers of the Pourashavas on the total

value of goods under transaction. Different percen-

tages may be set for different goods for taxation.

The percentage may vary bet1'leen 2 and 5 of the gross

value of the products. Such small rates should not

have effects on their demands. As, for example, govern-

ment taxes cigarettes on an effelZtive rate of nearly

70%. An additional 5% should not' be of any problem

in their marketing.
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The government earned a total of Tk. 239.39 crore

from tx on tobacco products in 1982-83 i"hich.Has 54%

of total excise tax revenue for that year. It has

been estimated from this figures that putting a 5%
tax on the gross value of tobacco and assuming a 15%

urban population in the country, the urban governments

could have earned Tk. 2.8 crore in that year from

tobacco products. This amount is over 3% of total

income of all the urban governments in the country

in 1982-83. If taxes on other products are also calcu-

lated similarly, the percentage cOlltri bution of this

tax revenue may be around 6 per cent.

6.7 Possibility of Reduction of Expenses

Establishment expenses constitute more than one-third

of total expenditures in all the Pourashavas studied.-

Reduction of expenses is similar to mobilise resour-

CBS. From intervie~s with the officials it was found
that there was almost no scope for cost reduction

",
for the establishment. One reason of that was that

salaries and compensations of employees constituted

the largest portion of this expenses.

Reducing the number of employees may thus be one impor-

tant way to reauce expenses. But except in Bobr2.,

in no PouI'asnavas the officials expressed they could
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continue Hith less staff. In Pa tual~hali and Tang:3.il

they were in favour of increasing the numbers by seve-

ral others. l.D both of these ?ourashavas there \oJere

some posts lying vacant for quite sometime.

The "":Jays cost could be reduced, as expressed by the

officials, were cutting expenses for entertainments "

reception of important persons, telephones and in
Bogra the cost of petrol, maintenance 'and salary

a driver for the Pourashava jeep used' exclusively

by the Chairman.

In as I.{as found.
,

expenditures on entertainments
or reception was not -anything large that could be

" 'reuUC8C. In Bogra, there' Has a scope for reducti'on

of about one hundred sweepers. The jeep used .by,the

Chairman in Bogra should not be discontinued since

it is 2.' symb,Jl of importance of the Chairman -of an

urban local body. Such vehicles should be arranGed

for Chai~men 6f other Pourashavas also.

From the discussion it seems that there is very little '

scope for reduction of expenses. But efforts may
be Dade. to reduce cost of employ~es in some places

as. for example, by replacing collecting sarkers by

making arrangements for tax-pa;)rments in banks. Also
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by introducing five year registers in place of one

year registers, elerical jobs could be reduced. to

a great extent.

6.8 Borrowing

Borrowing was uncommon in all the Pourashavas except

Bogra. Bogra borrQ1.1edTk. 10,000 in 1975-76 and Tk.

75,000 in 1976-77 from Rajshahi Divisional Development

Board (RDDB) at a nominal interest rate between j

and 5 per cent. Bogra borrowed again Tk. 2,50,000

in 1978-79 from Rupali Bank at market rate of interest.

Out of the previous loans, Bogra repaid Tk. 20,000

to RDDB and. for the bank loan repaid Tk. 1,46,000.

The Pourashavas may borrow if they feel that the return

from the investment will be sufficiently high. Since

bank rate is quite high and Pourashavas have no other

source to borro •.1 from they should think tHice before

borroHing. Pourashavas may borroH if they feel they

can use the 10ney in profitable ventures like construc-

tion of shopping complexes. Government -may arrange

some soft loans for the Pourashavas.

6.9 Government Grants

Grants can be basically divided into two types accor-
ding to objective pursued:
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(the term used in U.K.) or blod; (used
and U.S.A.) or equalisat'on grant, and

ii. Specific grant. Specific Grant can further be
divided into

a. matching, and
b. non-matching grants

When grant is disbursed to a.locality attaching neither

any conditions of its mode of expenditure nor any

for receiving them, the grant \,ill be called general

or block or general non-matching grant. Hhen the

grant is distributed for "any fixed purpose, it becomes
a specific grant. If the recipient is not required,

in addition, to match the grant \,.;j.th O\'ln resources

to qualify for receiving.the money, it is then a speci-

fic non-matching grant. But if .~lv requires to match

the grant with own funds, it is specific matching
grant.

In Bangladesh, the only general grant is the octroi

compensation grant. There is no specific matching

grant but there are three types of specific non-match-

ing grant. These are normal grant, Works Programme

grant and specific project grant.

Since there is no matcning grant in urban areas of
,

Bangladesh, the local bodies are not obliged t? gene-

rate own resources to qualify for any specific quantum
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But matching of grants have salubrious

effect on resource mobilisation have been proved in

many countries of the world. In Britain, local bodies

recei ve a fixed proportion of their expenditures as
grants. The proportion is fixed every year and it

varied like 5/+% in 1967-68, 66.5% in 1975-76 and 61%

in 1977-78. In Philippines, local governments receive

fixed percentages of second previous year's to~al
revenue collection as grant. In Ghana, local authori-
ties are paid G. special grant equivalent to 33% of
the cost of eaucation.

Matching a portion or whole of the grant has stimula-
ting .effect on resource mobilisation. vIhen . "lc is
matched in a pre-determined percentage of revenue

or expen~iture or cost of a particular project, it

becomes convenient for the local administration to

prepare budget rather than if it is arbitrarily fixed
by the central authority. A good grant system should
be at the same time simple and equitable. By "simple"

is meant that the local administration and the govern-

ment officials should know how grants are distributed,
in which particular " .lJlmeS it is made available and
for i-lhichis it meant for. In Bangladesh, although
the Pourashavas and other local bodies know the purpo-

ses of the grant, they are not sure about its distribu-

tion criteria and disbursements. Here grants are



received in phases having no fixed times. for receipts.

This causes 1>lastes if the money arrives at the

rainy season, or at the time "hen labour is unavail-

able or at. the end of the fiscal year, it is alwost

similar to non-receiving it.

So, in Bangladesh, grant system should be made certain

and simple. It should be,

i. Objective,

2. should be
generation,

stimulative
and

to local resource

3. should reflect
locali ty.

the demand of particular

So far, although egualisa tion "las an aim in grants

distribution, it "las not calculated according to any

formula. It has been found, for example , that both

Bogra and Tangail received equal portion of their

total' incomes as grants and Tangail received less

grant per capita or per acre of land area although

it \,as poorer in resource potentials, infrastructure

ans private' development. To .achieve th.e above three

purposes, the major portion of the grants may be dis-

tributedaccording to some formula considering at

least the three following factors.
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a • Population

b. Land area

c. Internal resource potentials.

Population and land area will roughly show the "need"

for grants in the area while internal resource genera-

tion will help to "equalise" the grant between juris-

dictions. The most important body of research on,

the design of grant allocation formulas propose that

funds should be allocated directly in relation to

fiscal need and inversely in relation to fiscal capa-

city. Thi s, for example, "ill although increase the

share of grants for more populous and large jurisdic-

tions, will decrease the share if found to possess

enough internal resources. This will help in achieving

equity in grant system. Foi efficiency, grants should

be specific, if not 'totally:, at least to th,e maj or

portion, After distributing a portion of ,grant on

the equity formula, the rest may be conditional or

specific matching. Matching grants may more be concen-

trated in areas with poor collection performances.
I

This will stimulate internal resource mobilisation

in those areas.

The exact apportionment of 'total grants into two parts,

one according to equity formula and the other according
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to efficiency formula will depend on political deci-

sions on the need to equalise and that to perform.ll!
The ratio may remain stable for short periods but

~hould vary with changing circumstances.

The portion of total annual government fund for Poura-

shavas to be distributed according to equity formula

may be similar to the following arrangement.

The total amount may first be divided among the
three factors, population, area and own resources
ei ther equally or according to, different Heights
upon them. After this, each portion should be
divided among the local units - directly propor-
tionately for the first two that is population
and area, and inversely proportionately for the
third one, that is internal resources.

Similar formula may be drawn out for distribution

of grant under efficiency criteria. Performances

in four. areas may be considered in' its distribution

on the information in the preceeding year (practised

for' the municipal bodies in the Calcutta metropolitan

area) or in case of inability to collect information

on that year, the information on second preceeding

year (practised in the Philippines).

formances are,

i. tax collection performance.
of collection to demand,

These four per-.

percentage

ii. property valuation performance,

iii. performance in the maintenance of infrastruc-
ture, and

iv. quality of development work completed.,
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Equal. or unequal Heightage may be given on each of

the above depending on the importance of each one

to the policy-makers.

The last point to discuss is about the types of grants

provided to Pourashavas. There are presently too

many types of. grants -,:as many as ten in Bogra. HO~l-

ever, all the Pourashavas. do not get all types of

grants. For simplicity and convenience of comparison,

grants may be divided into three types:

i. normal

ii. development and

iii. octroi compensation.
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6.10 Conclusion

From the discussions and statistics presented in this

chapter, it becomes clear that there lies enough scope

of resource mobilisation from urban areas of Bangla-

desh. What is required to mobilise this potential

resources is collective efforts of both the national

and urban governments. The tax-payers are willing

to, pay if they receive their services regularly and

at improved levels. If a portion of them lack the

sense of paying taxes regularly, it is their irrespon-

sibility to~;ards collective ",elfare but a little

orientation and advice by the Pourashava officials

abQut the need of s~cial servi~es and better hyegiene

may make most of them understand the need for resources

",itht~e Pourasnava and thus pay regularly.

The suggestions for improving resource position of

the Pourashavas may be broadly grouped into two

short term .and long term. The long-term measures
,

follow the short-term ones below.
-'.-~.-. ~--

6.10.1 Short term measures

a. Training

One of the short-run measures to strengthen local

revenue improv8men t programme is training. Training
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is required at all levels in the Pourashavas. Only

in two Pourashavas and only one official from each

of them had any sort of formal training in their ser-

vice lines. All the secretaries in the four study

Pourashavas have been ]'lorking there for long periods

as long as thirty years in Tangail and Comilla.

Only recently in 1983, the secretaries of Bogra and

Comilla Pourashavas received one training in the Local

Government Institute of Dhaka. For efficient services

training programmes should be arranged by the govern-

ment or any other central authority for Pourash~va

officials on tax collection, valuation, acqounting,

budgeting, project preparation and implementation

~nd office management.

b. Undeveloped land

There is enough undeveloped land and agricultural

tracts within the Pourashava boundary. Taxes are

not generally levied on these lands. But tax should

be charged on this land on the argument that road

had to be constructed adjacent to those plots, cables

and pipes laid down and lightposts erected which have

costs to the Pourashava. , .

Although the present author did not attempt to estimate

the percentage of agricultural land within the Poura-,
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shavas, one study showed that around a ,'quarter of

land \,i thin the Pourashava boundary in five Pourasha-

vas, Comilla, Faridpur, Raj shahi, Bogra and Chandpur

constituted of agricultural land, which shows unrifban

character wi thin the urban area. 32/ The Pourasha vas

get almost no tax from these plots as these are not

developed lands.

c. Administration

There is good prospect of mobilising additional resour-

ces at the Pourashavas. So far, due to slack adminis-
tration in the Pourashavas these resources could not

be collected. Time has corne to generate as much re-

sources as po~sible to keep up the urban health.

No Pourashava possesses a modern drainage system and

sewer lines which are costly to develop. Comilla,

it has been estimated, requires about Tk 45 crore

to develop its drainage system; which is equal to

its 70 years total revenue at the present rate of

resource mobilisation.

d. Grants

Grants may 'continue to be a major source of income

for Pourashavas. It can be distributed with a good

portion of the, matching type. Amount of grants for,

a Pourashava should be fixed ahead- of budgeting so

that realistic budgets can be prepared.
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6.10.2 Long term measures

a. Planning cities and controlling development,

City governments in the country should prepare itself

to plan the respective cities to let them continue

their roles as growth centres. It should be remembered

that with the growth of population, agriculture cannot

absorb the extra labour force. The urban areas must

prepare itself to welcome them. Capacities should

be created there though creation of employment opportu-

nities. Pourashavas may participate in this effort

by undertaking directly productive investments along

with infrastructure development.

Eesource

,>liththe

mobilisatio~, very

development' of the

importantly,

Pourashava

is related

area. Hore

houses, shops and industries mean more taxes and small

number of these mean smaller revenue. An unhindered

and unplanned development of a city may reduce' the

potentiali ty of revenue earnings. Haphazard develop-

ment reduces land. value. .It becomes difficult under

this condition to supply infrasturcture and public

utilities which reduces the possibility of optimum

investment there. Lower level of developmentnaturally~

lower assessment value.
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The basic factor underlying such a situation obtaining

in ~he Pourashavas is the absence of any sort bf CDn-

trol over the development of its area by the Pourashava

authority. Planning of its areas is an optional func-

tion for the Pourashavas and none has yet formulated

any plan to guide development in any particular direc-

tion. This has Tesul ted small pockets of developed

areas within the Pourashavas whereas there remains

enqugh unused and agricultural lands within its boun-

dary. Also, certain developments within or around

the Pourashava boundary has caused some unnecessary

constraints over Pourashava revenue. As for exafilple,

the creation of industrial estates just outside the

Pourashava boundary by government and other organisa-

tions have deprived the city governments with potential
t

taxes. These authorities do not even consult the

Pourashava authorities in the development of industrial

estates which may nave direct or indirect effects

on the Pourashava. By developing these industries

outsideth~'Pourashava boundary, it falls on the pa~t
! I

I

of the authorities to develop infrastructures and

services on a barren piece of land. These industries

in most cases could have been accomodated \'Iithin the

Pourashava boundary which. would reduce the cost of

fresh' infrastructure building and enable the Pourashava

to earn tax income. Absence of cooperation and lack

of control over the development by the Pourashavas
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The District Land Allocation

Committeewhene~er selects a sight for distribution

to potential investor does not feel obliged

permission to do so from the Pourashava authority.

These types of decisions have effects on Pourashava

development and thus on tax revenue. To avoid these
problems, Pourashavas, as the sole local urban body

should be given all powers at planning, control and

guiding of development so that rationality of deve-

lopment is maintained, Hastage is reduced and produc-

tive use of land can be ensured.

b. Supportive institutions

Several supportive instit~tions.are required for impro-,

ving financial position of the Pourashavas. The insti-

tutions suggested are, a permanent property valuation

board, a grants commission, an urban local government

directorate under the J.1inistry of LGRD to undertake

training programmes, to improve management, for sugges-

ting loan sanctions, to recommend on project selection,

to look into the qualities of work done ~tc.

,c. Betterment levy

Betterment levy may reasonable be collected from

the urban property holders who have been greatly benefit-

ted from the escalation of property value due to the
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development works on the one hand and the very, unusual

inflationery rise of value of urban land is recent years
on the other hand. The providers of the urban service

facili ties may then have a claim of resource over the

property owners who have been indirectly benefitted from
these. The local and central governments in many coun-

,tries of the world including the U.S.A., U.K., West Ger-

many and South Korea use this method to mobilise'resources

'from those receiving windfall gains from rise of land

value from inflation of public development works. The

relevant authority here may consider the possibility
-'

of imposition of betterment levy by the Pourashavas' to

strengthen their financial position.

d. Social engineering

One important factor should be touched upon here.

This is about the need of social engineering. Our

education system does not include many things that

acts as eye-openers to our economic and social 'condi-

, • I

tions when they grovi up as adults. Najor problems

like high rate of population growth, first eroding

fertility of our soil, low rate of savings, malnutri-

tion, ecological imbalance, misallocation of resources,

ioport of almost all luxury items under most acute

foreign exchange constraints, ;pol~tical instability,

absence of any models or standards for socila and

economic development, above all lack of stable objec-

tives and goals in collect,ive development are kno,om
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clearly by very very small number of educated people.

This is due to the fault of the education system.

If the education system was objective

not have been the case.
this would

Since urbanisation is a recent phenomenon in Bangla-

desh, the mode of urban living with numerous new fac-

tors involved is a one-generation experience for almost

all the urban dwellers of the country. The importance

of service facilities like streets and roads, drainage,
Hater supplies, garbage disposal, street-lighting,
parks and playgrounds, gardens, clubs, educational
institutions, heal th centres, good market places,
street-side walkways, cinema, theatres, Testaurents
etc. are not clear .to them., They are unsure about
the ,impact of these on heal thy living and specially

uncertain about the responsibility of cost-sharing
in the supply of those services. The reason for this
is on the one hand lack of experience and on the other,

absence of any formal orientation tOHards. this direc-
tion.

From the impressions given above, it is suggested

that education system includes very importantly all

the major problems of the country and teaches on cer-

tain norms of social living from the very beginning

years of their education ho"ever small ,Jay it can.
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It would makeih~m re~ponsible and aware of the" coun-
try's problems and thoughtful about their solutions.

The above suggestion is about a factor that would
require long time to materialise. Social engineering
is not anything that can ch~nge anything overnight.
So short-term suggestion should be given more impor-
tance for immediate improvements. Larger volumes
of resources are needed by city governments in Bangla-
deBh then they presently possess. This is for supply-
ing utility services at better levels, maintaining

infrastructures properly and developing roads, cul-
verts, parks, siverage etc. In the long run, these
governments may be given more po\>lersfor maintaining
police functions," establishing industries, training
of people etc.

For making the Pourashavas an effective local govern-
ment institution in its truest sense, its functions,
po1>ler.s, resources should be much more increased.

l

In line with" the government's programme of" streng-
thening local governments, it is not an unrealistic
expectation to see Pourashavas in future as an institu-
tion having thersponsibilities of overall development
of a town •• At that stage Pourashavas "iill have the
principal authirity in an urban area in controlling
development, coordinating between various authorities,
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solving disputes within its jurisdictions and activi-

ties covering refuse collection to building of sky--

scrppers.

All these require a programme to strengthen its resour-

ces and enhancement of its prestige from the present

level of a mere scavenger to a strong public represen-

.tative body. People will not hesi tate then to pay

taxes to such a body and will not in the same manner,

dare to erect a building without its permission.

All the avenues of potential revenue should be ex-
plored. Revenue collection should be started for

those items like marriage and feasts, advertisements,
animals and exhibitions. Own property should be deve-
loped to earn maximum from these.

!
It is possible

to c.ollect.several times ,more revenue from property
value based taxes alone if .properties are properly
assessed and collection performance' is improved.
Same is true for business taxes, vehicle taxes and

t~xes on animals if new ,rates are applied. Total

but i.Ji th

•

\

lown revenue can be doubled' within a very s'hort-run,

-- within a year or so •

Finally, it can be said that idthout vigorous drives

resource mobilisation rates in the Pourashavas cannot

be improved to any satisfactory level

it, that is possible at a much high level.
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APPENDIX - A

INTERNAL SOURCES OF REVENUE

...~T A X

Previous

SCHEDULED RATES

Present

1. Tax on the yearly value of buildings' and lands Maximum10%of value Maximum7%of value

2. T~xon the transfer of immovable property 1% of value No rate mentioned
3. Tax on applications for the erection and Tk. 6-50 Tk. 20-325re-erection of buildings

4. Tax on professions, trades and callings Tk. 6-50 Tk. 30-2,000
5. Tax on cinemas, dramatic and theatrical shows Maximum 10% of fee Maximum 15% of feeand other entertainments and amusements on admission on admission
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Tax on vehicles, other than motar vehicles
and boats

Tax on animals

Taxes on the nature of tolls on roads,
bridges and ferries, bus stand, truck
stand and sand deposits

Tax on advertisements

Tax on births. marriages. adoptions
and feasts

Vehicles: Tk. 3-20;
boats: Tk. 2-20

Tk. 1-25

According to
discretion

Maximum 5% of
the value

Tk. 2-500 for marr-
iage;Tk. 0.15 for
feast

Vehicles: Tk. 5-75;
boats: Tk. 20-500

Tk. 10-125

According to
discretion

Tk. 12-22

Tk. 5-500

11. Any other tax which the government is
empowered to levy by law

Not mentioned Not mentioned

1.

2.

Lighting

Conservancy

t e

Maximum 3% of annual
value of property

Maximum 7% or annual
value of property

Maximum 3% of annual
value or property

Maximum 7% of annual
value of property

3. Rate for the prov~s~onof water works
or the supply of water Maximum 7% of annual

value of property
3% of property value
plus Tk. 20-50 depen-
ding on specification
of pipe. and connection
fee at Tk. 250-500
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R a t e
Previous

SCHEDULED RATES

Present

4. Rate for the execution of any work of
public utility

Not mentioned Nat mentioned

F

1. Fees for markets

e e

Not mentioned Not mentioned
,2. Fees for licenses, sanctions, and permits

granted by the Pourashava

3. Fees for the slaughtering of animals

4. Fees at fairs, agricultural shows, indus-
trial exhibitions, tournaments and other
public gatherings

5. School fees

6. Fees for the Use of profits derived from
"anywork of public u~ility maintained by
a Pourashava

7. Fees for specific services rendered by a
Pourashava

8. Other fees permitted under the Pourashava
Ordinance, 1977

Not mentioned

Goat: Tk. 0.25
Cow, Bullock:
Tk. 1, Buffalo:
Tk. 2

Not mentioned

Not mentioned

Not mentioned

Not mentioned

Not mentioned

Goat, Sheep: Tk. 5,
Bullock: Tk. 10,
Bufallow: Tk. 15

Not mentioned

Not mentioned

Not mentioned

Not mentioned

C e s s

1~. Cess on any of the taxes levied by the
GoverMlsnt

Other Revenues

1. Rents and profits from Pourashava own proper-
ties like shops, boarding houses, community
centres, office buildings, ponds and lands

Not mentioned Not mentioned

(CONTO •• : •• )
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Other Revenues (Contd.)

2. Loans

3. Interest from investment and bank deposits

4. Deposits and advances

5. Opening balance or cash at hand left at
the closing of the previous year's account

Government Grants

1. Urban Normal grants which include Special
Salary (Subvention) grant and compensatory
grants for special purposes

2. octroi compensation grants

3. Urban Works programme grants

4. Special project grants
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APPENDIX B - TABLE OF FINDINGS

TABLE B1:

PER CENT OF HOUSEHOLDS SURVEYED

Pourashava

Bogra
Comilla
Patuakhali
Tangail

Total
households

12806
9500
4700

12869

No. of
households
surveyed

70

70

70

70

% of
households
surveyed

.55

.74
1.49

.54

TABLE B-II
PER CENT OF TRADESMAN/MANUFACTURERS SURVEYED

Total no. of No•.'ofTradesmen/ % of Tradesmen/Pourashava persons'hav- Manufacturers manufacturersing Trade surveyed .surveyedLicenses

Bogra 5225 50 .96
Camilla 3260 50 1.53
Patuakhali 995 50 5.02
Tangail 1727 50 2.89



TABLE B-III

DISTRIBUTION OF F/\HILY HEADS BY AGE

Camilla PatuakhaliAge (Years)
Bogra

frequency % Frequency % Frequency %

Tangail
Frequency %

20 - 29 4 5.7 6 8.6 4 5.7 7 10.0
~19 27.1 18 25.7 16 22.8 16 22.8 ~l30 - 39
'-0
I

- 40 - 49 31 ',.4.3 20 28.6 24 34.3 32 45.7-- - - -.

50- 59 8 11.4 14 20.0 13 18.6 11 15.7
60 - 69 7 10.0 10 14.3 13 18.6 4 5.7
70 + 1 1.4 2 2.8
TOTAL 70 100.0 70 100.0 70 100.0 70 100.0



TABLE B-IV
DISTRIBUTION OF OTHER HEI'JBEnSOF FAHILY BY AGE

Bogra Comilla Patuakhali TangailAge
Frequency .. % Frequency % Frequency % Frequency %

0-9 67 15.6. 83 20.5 48 11.3 96 25.0
10- 19 129 .30.0 116 28.7 '161 37.8 109 28.4

~20 - 29 102 23.8 100 24.7 108 25.3 87 22.7 co
0,

30 - 39 68 15.8 44 10.9 64 15.0 39 10.2
40 - ',9 23 5.4 ..25 6.2 15 3.5 17 4.4
50 - 59 24 5.6 17 4.2 23 5.4 19 4.9
60 - 69 12 2.8 9 2.2 5 1.2 14 3.6
70 + 4 1.0 10 2.5 2 0.5 2 0.5
TOTAL 429 100.0 404 100.0 426 100.0 383 100.0



TABLE B-V

DISTRIBUTION OF'FN1ILY IlEADS BY OCCUPATION
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TABLE B-VI
DISTRIBUTION OF FAHILY HEADS BY HONTHLY INCOHE

Bogra Comilla Patuakhali TangailMonthly Income
Frequency % Frequency % Frequency % Frequency %

o - 500 0 - 1 1.4 3 4.3 2 2.8
501 - 1000 15 7.1 8 11.4 13 18.6 4 5.7

10~1- 1500 15 21.4 13 18.6 16 22.8 11 15.7 ~
c
1\..11501 - 2000 19 27.1 16 22.8 13 18.6 23 32.8

2001 - 2500 11 15.,7. 7. 10.0 6 8.6 13 18.6
2501 - 3000 4 5.7 9 12.8 6 8.6 12 17.1
3001 - 3500 7 10.0 3 1,.3 5 7,1 2 2.8I

350.1- 1,000 4 5.7 3 4.3 2 2.8 2 2.8
4000 + 5 7.1 10 14.3 (, 8.6 1 1.4
TOTAL ..- • 100.070 100.0 70 100.0 70 100.0 70



Bogra Camilla Patuakhali TangailLand Holdings (in Khata)
Frequency % Frequency % Frequency % Frequency %

0.0 - 2.0 9 12.8 , 5 7.1 36 51.4 5 7.1

2. 1 - 4.0 22 31.4 16 22.8 21 30.0 19 27.1

4.1 - 6.0 27 38.6 16 22.8 13 18.6 " 24 34.3 ~
co
\oJ6.1 - 8.0 7 10.0 12 17.1 - - 11 15.7

8.1 - 10.0 2 2.8, 9 12.9 - - 7 10.0
10.1 + 3 4.3 12. 17.1 - - 4 5.7
TOTAL 70 100.0 70 100.0 70 100.0 70 100.0

.•



TABLE B-VIII
DISTRIBUTION OF HOUSEHOLDS BY AREA OF TllE RESIDENCE

(Sq. ft. of floor space)

Bogra Comilla Patuakhali TangailResidence in Sq. ft.
FrequencyFrequency % Frequency % Frequency % %

,

o - 300 1 1.4 6 8.6 11 15.7
301 - 600 10 14.3 15 21.4 10' 14.3 9 12.8
601 .:.900 8 11.4 1-, 17.1 23 32.8 12 17.1" '"

~901-- 1200 '7 10.0 20 28.6 15 21.4 16 22.8 c:',"-
1201 - 1500

\ 19 27.1 2 2.8 6 8.6 18 25.7
1501 - 1800 11 15.7 2 2.8 - - 9 12.8
1801 - 2100 7 10.0 3 4.3 3 4.3 5 7.1
2101 - 2400 3 4.3 3 4.3 1 1.4 1 1.4
2/,01+ 4 5.7 7 10.0 1 1.4
TOTAL 70 100.0 70 100.9 70 100.0 70 100.0
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TABLE B-IX
.SERVICES PROVIDED TO HOUSEHOLDS

Pourashava Electricity ~'later Conservancy

Bogra 68 46 56
Comilla 68 40 27
Fa tuakhali 64 51 12
Tangail 66 38 14

TABLE B-X
TYPE OF RESIDENCE

Pourashava Pucca Semi-Pucca Katcha Mixed

Bogra 48 8 4 -10
Comilla 34 16 11 9
Patuakhali 14 29 17 10
Tangail 16 35 6 35
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TABLE B-XI

OPINION ABOUT THE UTILITY SERVICES PROVIDED
BY P. IN THE LAST FIVE YEAR

Little Greatly In the Deterio-Pourashava Item improved improved same ratedstate

Bogra Street light 13 49 8
~'Iater 41 5 20 4
Conservancy 3 38 23
Road/Street 52 9 5 4

Camilla Street Light /0 7 13 1"-/
1'Iater jo 15 22 '0

./

Conservancy 6 2 28 17
Road/Street 25 3 29 13

Patuakhali Street Light 62 1 5 2
vlater 54 7 9
Conservancy 22 5 2
Road/Street 52 18

Tangail Street 'Light 27 1 35 7
Water 12 5 30 15
Conservancy 5 - 22 34
Road/Street 12 3 , 21 34



TABLE D-XII
DISTRIBUTION OF BUSINESS CONCEfd1S BY AREA OF 1RE FLOOR

Bogra Comilla Patuakhali TangailArea (sq. ft.)
Frequency % Frequency % Frequency % Frequency %

o - 100 18 36 12 24. 26 52 17 34
101 - 200 15 30 19 38 13 26 22 44

~201 - 300 13 26 10 20 3 6 10 20 (X)
--.)

301 - 400 2 4 4 8 2 4 1 2
1,01- 5QO, 1 2 1 2 .1 2
500 + 1 2 4 8 5 10
TOTAL 50 100 50 100 50 100 50 100



TABLE B-XIIl
DISTRIBUTION qF BUSINESS CONCERljS BY PJo:HSQ. FT. RENT PER HON'lT!

-
Bogra Camilla Patuakhali TangailRent per month in Tk.

Frequency % Frequency % Frequency % Frequency %

0.0 - 1.0 5 16.7 8 1,0.0
1.1 -2.0 11 36.7 10 50.0 3 13.6 8 39.0
2.1 - 3.0 9 30.0 '1 5.0 2 10.0 9 42.9 -,

co3.1 -1,.0 3 10.0 1 5.0 4 18.2 3 14.3 DC

4.1 - 5.0 2 6.7 - - 6 27.3 1 4.8
5.1 + - - - - 7 31.8

TOTAL :30 100.0 20 100.0 22 100.0 21. 100.0



TABLE B-XIV
DISTRIBUTION OF BUSINESS CONCEPJIS BY DAILY AVERAGE SALES

-

Bagra Camilla Patuakhali TangailSales per day (Tk)
Frequency % .Frequency % Frequency "' .Frequency %I,

o - 200 1 2 1 2 7 14
201 - 400 9 18 7 14 6 12 2 4 ~

co
401 - 600 3 6 5 10 10 20 '-C11 22
601 - 800 15 30 6 12 3 6 5 .10
801 - 1000 12 24 13 26- 13 26 14 28

- .36 :361001+ 10 20 .18 11 ..22 18

TOTAL 50 100 50 100 50 100 50 100



TABLE B-XV

DISTRIBUTION OF BUSINESS CONC~1NS BY 110NTHLY AVERAGE INca'ffi(Profit)

Average Income (Tk) Bogra Camilla Patuakhali Tangail
F'requency % Frequency % Frequency % Frequency ,-

70

o - 500 - - 6 12 8 16
.. ' .

501 - 1000 6 12 2 4 3 6
1001 --1500 7 14 8 16 5 10 1 2 ~

'.Q1501 - 2000 14 28 4 8 3 6 11 22 0

2001 - 2500 9 18 4 8 6 12 8 16
250'1 - 3000 3 6 8 16 7 14 15 30
3001 - 3500 5 10 - - 2 4 1 "1

3501 - 4000 1 2 5 '10 2 4 5 10
4001 + 5 10 13 2(,- 111 2& :9 Hi'
TOTAL 50 100 50 100 50 100 50 100



TABLE B-XVI
IHPRESSION OF INHABITANTS ABOUT STREET LIGHT
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TABLE B-XVII

UIPRFSSION ABOUT CONSERVANCY (Househo~.j)

Pourashava Regular Irregular No Conser- Totalvancy system
Bogra 24 26 20 70
Comilla 9 23 38 70
Patuakhali 10 5 55 70
Tangail 3 13 54 70

TABLE B-XVIII
IMPRESSION ABOUT WATER SUPPLY (Household)

Pourashava iegular Irregular .Very No Totalirregular system
Bogra 37 16 1 16 70
Comilla 24 14 5 27 70
Patuakhali 28 16 2 24 70
Tangail 12 25 2 31 70
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TABLE B-XIX
TYPE OF ROAD BY THE SIDE OF RESIDENCE

Pourashava Pucca Semi-Pucca Kutcha Total

Bogra 51 16 3 70
Comilla 50 11 9 70
Patuakhali 44 15 11 70
Tangail 43 12 15 70
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APPENDIX - C

TABLE C-1a
MINICIPAL RECEIPTS IN KARNAL DISTRICT (HARYANA), INDIA

1968/69 - 1972/73
(Percentages)

Own Resource 95.6.

Source

Loans
Grants

1968/69

2.1

2.3

1969/70

89.4
:8.8

1.8

1970/71

85.9.
8.2
5.9

1971/72

78.7
12.6

8.7

1972/73

81.4

'n 4I u•.
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TABLE C-1c
MINICIPAL REVENUE IN WEST BENGAL, INDIA

PERCENTAGES IN 1978/79

Non-Cl@
Sources CliD

Bodies Calcutta Howrah
Other
CND
Bodies

Urban Areas
with Popu-
lation 1
lakh.,+

Urban Areas
with Popu-
lation less
than 1 lakh

Own Revenue 59 63 55 50 59 44
Grants 41 37 45 50 41 56

TABLE C-1d
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF MUNICIPAL FUND IN

THE PHILIPPINES, 1977

O,m Revenue
Grants

98 Municipalities

64.8
)5.2

42 Cities

75.8
24.2

Source: For the above- four tables: Asaduzzaman, M. 'Local
Level Resource Mobilization in Bangladesh' Report
~Draft) of Taxation Studies Project, BIDS, Agar-
gaon, Sher~e-Be.ngla Hagar, Dhaka, pp. 121, 127,
140, 148



TABLE C-2
REVENUE FROM DIFFERENT SOURCES IN FOUR POURASHAVAS IN 1984-85

(in Thousand Taka)
POURASHAVAS

Sources of Revenue
Bogra Comilla Patuakhali Tangail

Holding Tax 3032.0 (35.9%) 1l>9l.3(21.0%) 685.4 (14.6%) 949.8 (19.3%)
Property Transfer Tax 236.0 (2.8%) 103.4 (1.5%) 55.8 (1.2%) 168.4 (3.4%)
Tax on Erection of Building 127.1 (1.5%) 12.0 (0.2%) 4.8 (0.1%) 6.4 (0.1%)
Profession Tax 193.6 (2,3%)- 11.3.1. (2.0%) 75.9 (1.0%) 1,8.4 (1.0%)
Tax on Entertainment 251.5 (2.9%) 278.3 (3.9%) 43.1 (1.0%) 10.5 (0.2%)
Tax on Vehicles 275.9 (3.3%) 374.1 .(5.3%) Included with Profession 119.9 (2.1,%)
Fees for Markets 275.0 (3.3%) 627.6 (8.8%) 159.1 (9.1.%) 189.1 (3.8%) .

~
Other fees and tolls 19.6 (0.2%) 575.3 (8,1%) 138.6 (2.9%) 1502.1 (30.6%) .....u

0'
Own property Income 367.9 (4.3%) 3118.0 (1••9%) 33.3 (0.7%) 21.0.3 (1,.9%)
Other Incomes 476.8 (5.7%) 242.2 (3.4%) 87.3 .(1.9%) 3.1 (0.1%)
Total Internal Revenue 5255.4 (62.4%) 4196.1 (59.3%) 1283.5 (27.3%) 3238.2 (65.9%)
Government Grant: No.ma1 196.5 (2.3%) 184.8 (2.6%) 68.4 (1.5%) 78.0 (1.6%)

Octroi Compo 1042.0 (12.4%) 1047.0 (14.8%) 44.6 (1.0%) 394.4 (8.010
Iv. P. 924.0 (10.9%) 161.8.0 (23.3%) 573.5 (12.2%) 1204.5 (24.5%)
Dev. Assistance 1009.6 (12.0%) - (0.0%) 2722.8 (58.0%) - (0.0%)

Total Government Grants 3172.1 (37.6%) 2879.8 (40.6%) 3409.3 (76.3%) 1677.0 (34.1%)
Total Revenue 8427 .6(100.0%) 7075.9(100.0%) 4692.9(100.0%) 4915.2(100.0%)

.- ..

Sources: Pourashava Records.



TABLE C-3
;PER CAPITA REVENUE FROM DIFFERENT SOURCES IN FOUR POURASHAVAS 1975-76

AND 1983-84 IN 1975-76 CONSTANT PRICES

Bogra Camilla Patuakhali TangailSources of Income
1975-76 1983-84 1975-76 1983-81, 1975-76 1983-84 1975-76 1983-84

Holding Tax 9.72 17.99 6.18 7.06 7.47 /,.47 .2.93 11.21
Property Transfer Tax .64 1.72 ,1,6 .53 .63 .1,7 .55 .95
Tax on Erection of Building .20 .84 .05 .06 .08 .01, .07 .04

Octroi 11.10 - 2.72 - 1.74
Profession 1.62 1.57 .60 .50 .82 .82 .31 .40
Tax on Entertainment 2.59 2.45 1.31 1.57 .68 .02 .23 .1/, ~

'DTax on Vehicles 1.08 1.25 .76 .1.25 .01 -.;;- -
Fees for Markets - 1.31 .10 2.61 - .82 - 1.12
Other.fees [md tolls 1.55 1.94 .58 2.97 .94 1.01 .30 10.86
Own Property Income 2.17 2.53 0;69 0.51 0.59 0.10 0.56 0.26
Other Incomes 1,.27 1.61, 1.15 3.29 .59 2.21 .0010 .009
Total Internal Revenue 35.03 33.27 14.72 22.79 13.71 15.21 5.02 25.57
Govt. Grant: Normal 2.7J .82 1.1,9 .68 1.27 .Id .81 .07Octroi - 7.50 - 4.39 - .49 - 2.66

IV. P •. 6.21 4.67 2.01 3.95 - 4.57 - 4.68Dev. Assistance - 6.91 - 2.03 - 25.43 .82 -3.82
Total Government Grants 8.94 19.92 3.50 11.07 1.27 30.91 1.64 11.24

TOTAL REVENUE 43.97 53.20' 18.22 31.58 14.98 45.64 6.67 36.81

Source: Pourashava Records



TABLE C..,l,

AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH RATES OF REVENUE IN FOUR POURASHAVA IN 1975/76 - 1980/80
AND 1980/81 - 1984/85 PERIODS IN NOHINAL PEICES

POURASHAVA
Smurces of Intorne Bogra Comilla Patuakhali Tangail

1975/76-- 1980/81': 1975/76:' 1980!8f': 1975/76-':-T9-80/81- 1915/7(,- 1980/81-
1979/80 1984/85 1979/80 1934/85 1979/80 1984/85 1979/80 1984/85

.Holding Tax
Property Transfer Tax
Tax on Erectin of Building
Octroi Tax
Profession Tax
Tax on Entertainment
Tax on Vehicles
Fees for Harkets
Other Fees and Tolls
Own Property Income
Other Incomes
Total Irlternal Revenue
Govt. Grants: Normal

Octroi
\.J.P.
Dev. Assistance

Total Govt. Grants

TOTAL REVENUE

18.72
18.82
18.01
12.73
4.93
5.29
11.164

36.57
16.99

-10.4
13.80
-0.22

-5.21

11,.48

13.95

15.57
11.76
21.11

13.47
8.76
15.71
27 :lr1J

33.76
8.34
8.28
4.94
8.26

23.52

10.5

6.31
7.76

15.72
26.71
1.09

8.55

1.39

37.09
5.01.

7.16
10.27
18.58

6.39

7.38

6.97

17.03

9.56
9.60
1.98

15.08
4.21,

29.44
19.01

33.35
-3.60
1.08

-1.92

28.16

9.01

18.12
16.85
8.11

5.80
14.22
10.21

21.54
8.34

23.68
18.65
1.62

31.02

20.89

l,.58

4.88
-4.43 .

10.25
1.92

16.70
16.26
15.58
16.39
7.21,

12.69

12.99

28.27

20.56

27.76
28.41
28.18

16.12
25.91

-30.94

18.23
6.0'7

30.18

1.92

22.99

29.04

19.21
-1.33

-7.51

5.01
-18.58

,33.18
27 • 34

3.53
-39.36
16.86
1.67

25.01

19.40

~
"0cn
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TABLE C-5

DEMAND AND COLLECTION OF HOLDING TAX IN FOUR POURASHAVAS

(In Lakh Tk)
Bogra Comilla Patuakhali • TangailYea r

Demand Collec- Demand Collec- Demand Collec- Demand Collec-tion tion tion tion

1975-76 10.60 5.47 23.39 5.62 3.95 2.15 3.09 1.76(51.64) (24.04) (54.46) (56.89)
1976-77 10.61 5.40 23.06 5.08 5.25 2.56 4.22 1.54(50.92) (22.02) (48.83) (36.61)
1977-78 11.39 6.60 26.65 5.91 6.51 2.65 9.16 2.67 •(57.93) (22.18) (40.70) (29.20)
1978-79 27.91~/ 19.67~/ 29.31 6.31 8.33 4.09 12.96 2.23(70.47) (21.53) (49.10) (17.23)
1979-80 23.79 17.03 .31.82 7.32 10.08 5.71 17.29 9.63(71.60) (22.99) (56.66) (55.72)
1980-81 22.85 15.14 33.78 7.71 9.13 5'.46 14.20 5.98.(66. 25) (22.82) (59.78) (42.08)
1981-82 25.20 17.70 35.37 11.30 13.32 7.01 19.92 5.52(70.23) (31.95) (52.66) (27.72)
1982-83 25.80 17.50 37.68 13.61 13.74 6.76 26.34 8.44(67.84) (36.15) (49.19) (32.06)
1983-84 49.8S.!?'! 27 •14.1!.! 43.3 15.42 14.88 8.03 29.43 13.15(54.43) (35.83) (53.92) (44.69)
1984-85 59.23 36.15 41.52 . 15.03 15.10 6.85 28.37 .9.36(61.04) (36.18) (45.39) (32.99)
1975/76- 267.27 167.84 325.60 93.31 100.30 51. 28 164.98 60.311984/85 (62.79) (28.85) (51.12) (36.55)

Note : ~ -The sharp rise in demand and collection is due to re-asses~ment.
.1!/- The sharp rise is due to assessment of holding in extended area

Source : Pourashava Records
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TABLE C-6

PROPERTY TRANSFER TAX IN SELECTED COUNTRIES

Country

Afghanistan

Bangladesh

France

Germany

Greece

Guetemala

Jordan

Korea
Lebanon

Nexico

Nepal

Singapur

Spain

Taiwan

Rate and Ease

1 Per cent of the sale price of land
1 Per cent of the sale price of land
4.2 per cent on the gross, sale price of housing, 16%of the gross sale price of business.
7 per cent on the value of land

11 Per cent on the value of the estimated market valueof the property

J per.cent on the sale value of teal estate

] per cent on the purchase price of land

7 per cent on the value of land

3 per cent of the purchase price of land for citizens
and 5 per cent of the purchase price for foreigners

5 to 7 per cent of the property's value

5 per cent of the value of property

2 to 3 per cent of the value of the real propertytransferred

7.4 per cent of the real value of real estate

0.1 per cent of the transfer price of real propert;y

Source: Zilla Roads/Local
Syracuse University,

Finance Project,
USA, p. 2

Interim Report No. 3,
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TABLE C-ll

EXPENDITIJRE PATTERNS IN THE STUDY POURASHAVAS
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In Current
TangailPatuakhaliComillaBograHead of Expenditure

~,46,378

1. Salary etc. of Estab-11 65 829
lishment Section "

2. Salary etc. of Tax
Collection Section

11,44,407

4,86,805

8,01,846

12/

6,86,764

1,52,920
Salary etc. of public
health section 1,19,778

3.

4.
5.

Salaries of Sweepers
Salary etc. of
Conservancy Section

6. Salary etc. of
Electricity Section

6,93,645

13,85,544

1,42,878

1,13,660

1,63,762

4,28,629

],66,936

89,000

s/

60,503

79,991

1,14,657

84,929
7. Salary etc. of ~ater

Supply Section 59,814 6.5,000 1,D6,443 4CJ,G04
8. Salary etc. of

License Section 1,79,114 ~/ ~/
9. Salary etc. of emp-

loyees of other
section

1,40,152 2,16,006 61,774

10. \vorks Programme Deve-
lopment Works and S&- 8,56,704
laries of Staff

16,48,000 5,73,500 9,02,896
11 .. Other Development

\larks 22,75,034 7, ] 3,74':..., 30,70,821 5,4D,199
12. Education, Culture,

Social !~e1fare 6,17,636.
aud Sports

13. Park, Tree Plantation 1,55,404
14. Edgah, burying

ground

39,239

86,795

1,22,427

10,559

150

81,923

1,125
15. Hisc. Expenses' 56,368 1,83,872 10,560 1,12,354
16. TOTAL EXPENDIUTRE 81,97,278 55,79,286 4662,879 55,20,639
Note:

E/
s./

a/
;/
d/
Ii

added with the salaries of tax collection section,
added I.dth the salaries of estahlishE1ent section
added I\ith the salaries of puhlic healt:1 sect"ion
included \:ith the salaries of tax collectioll section

Source PourashaV2 ~ecords
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FOOTNOTES

1. Bangladesh's average budget dependence on foreign
aid in the last few years was close to 80 per cent.

2. This is
need to
Observer

apparent from the government's increased
borrow from the Central Bank. Bangladesh
writes on its 31st December, 1985 issue,

3.

"The revenue .deficit amounting to about Taka
157 crore during the first six months of the
current fiscal year (1985-86) was financed by
tolaYof borrowings from the country's central
bank, Bangladesh Bank. the entire amount came
byway of infusion of currency notes under the
cover of Treasury Bills and Ways and Means ad-
vances. ~

The outstanding a~o~nt 01 ~reaBury bills carry-
ing an interest r~te of nine per cent stood at
aoout Taka 1,477 crore on December 27, 1985 COD-
pared to Taka 1,303 crore on June 30, 1985.
Similarly, the volume of Ways and Means advances
from Bangladesh Bank registered a sharp growth
during the period under report from Taka 2.97
crore to Taka 20 crore.

It has been estimated by Larry Schroeder in a World
Bank report, !TUrban Government Finance and Manage-
ment Issues.'in Bangladeshll, that in three medium--
sized Pourashavas, Camilla, 3ylhet and Jessore,
spendings on maintenance of roads were respectively
14%, 63% and 87% of actual spending needs in 1982-83
showing inadequate maintenance of the illest important
infrastructure of Pourashavas. Other evidences of
inadequacies that may be mentione~, are, the finan-
cial incapacity' to fix about half of the bulbs in
the lightposts in all the four Pourashavas visited
by the present author, absence of a modern drainage
system, and inability to develop water supply system
-- in Comilla and Bogra, water supply responsibili-
ties have been temporarily taken over by the Depart-
ment of Public Health Engineering (PRE) of 1'.t1/0 LG
and RD from the Pourashavas to develop them because
,their development was not possible on the part of
the POurcshavas.
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4. This is one of the 7 objectives of Second Five Year
Plan, Planning Commission, Ministry of Finance and
Planning, Government of Bangladesh, May 1983, p.
23.

5. Secondary cities have been defined as those cities
which receive importance immediately after the four
divisional headquarters and hlo other big cities,
that is Tongi and Narayanganj. These are, to tell
collectively, the pre-1983 district headquarters.
Such a name he.s been chosen for these Pourashavas.
mainly for the absence of any suitable groupings
of the cities of Bangladesh., According to East
Pakistan Local Councils Service Rules, 1968 (still
operative), municipalities have been classified into
three categories on the basis of local financial
resources. The categories are Class I, Class II
and Class III, classified according to their annual
incomes of Rs. upto 5 lakh, 5-30 lakh and above.
Today, this categorisation is irrelevant due to
inflation.

6. Only Lesotho experisnced a higher u~banisation rate
of 17 per cent in the seventies (1970-193C). See
~Jorld bank, "Bangladesh: Economic and Social Deve-
lopment Prospects, Bank Report No. 5409. Vol. III,
Washington, D.C., 1985, p. 5~

7. Computed from BBS, Statistical Year Book, 1983-84,
pp. 480-481, 574.

8. Computed
Snafiqur,
tistics",

from Tables 14.B and 15.B. Rahman, Md.
"Bangladesh Pourashava (Municipality) Sta-
Local Government Institute, Dhaka, 1977.

9. Calculated from financial records of these Fourasha-
vas collected by the author.

10. See Asaduzzaman, _11. "The Role of Grants in Local
Government Finance in Bangladesh", a paper presented
in the inter'na tiona 1 seminar on 1IDecentralisa tioD,
Local Government Institutions and Resource Mobilisa-
tion", at BARD, Comilla, Bangladesh, which reads
as follows in page 15,

"
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"The Bureau of Statistics may not be much of
a help in understanding properly the importance
of grants, •.• dependence of grants for various
types of local government as indicated by Bureau
wi th those obtained through an in-depth field
survey conducted in recent years Bureau
figures very substantially understates the reli-
ance of local governments on grants. Take for
example, the ;iear 1978/79 ;lhen the Bureay fig-
ures indicate the largest relative disbursements
of grants. In that year, the magnitude of un-
derestatements have been 29%, 38% and 7% for
Zilla Parishad, Union Parishaci. and Pourashavas
respecti vely. The divergence 'for other years
is greater still."

11.

12.

"Government of East Paki stan, Department of Health
and Local Self Government, Local Self Government
BI'anchll, IlReport on the l'Jorking of l',junicipali ties
in East Pakistan During the year 195Q-~111, 1959.

, . /T\-Jo such reports that partly C.lscusses on issues
of municipal finance are, one, "Fi~al Report of the
Zilla Roads/Local Finance Project - A Plan for In-
.creased Resource Mobilisation", 1985, headed by
Larry Schroeder, and another, "Project Evaluation
and Local Financial Resources for Development in
Bangladesh" UNDP-UNCHS-UDDWorking Paper seven,
Dec. 1985, published under Bangladesh National Phy-
sical Planning Project.

13. The classification of employees is governed by the
Local Council Service Rules, 1968.

14. National data for loans and advances for the Poura-
shavas in recent years are not available. The
figures for 1950/51 (for reference see page.2.1 ) show
that loans and advances constituted 4.4% of total'
revenue of Pourashavas in that year. Asaduzzaman,
M. calculated revenues for four Pourashavas ,,,here
loans and advances constituted 5.8% of revenue in
1979/80, 1.2% in 1980/81 and 2.4% in 1981/82. The
present author who collected information on revenue
collection of 45 Pourashavas from the !1inistry of
LG and RD found that only 4 ?o'.1rasha vas received,
loans in 1982,.-8] of whi ch Dhaka Hunicipal corpora-
tion made the highest share of borrowing constitu-
ting 2 ..4Z of total revenue. Of the 4 Pourasha vas
the au~hor visited only Bog~a received loans in the
last ten years which accounted for less then 1% of
its revenue ouring this period.
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15. See, Urban Government Finance and Management Issues
in Bangladesh", by Larry Schroeder, World bank,
1985, pp. 29~46 and "Final Report of the Zilla
Roads/Local Finance project", Volume II 1985, Metro-
politan Studies Programme, Maxwell School of Citi-
zenship and Public Affairs, Syracuse University,
pp. 49-65.

16. The 1960 Taxation Rules States (sections 42 and 43)
that no rate shall be imposed in areas where streets
and public latrines are not cleaned, or where light-
ing cables, wires and posts are not installed. In
fact, as the author found during field trips, in
all the four Pourashavas rates '.Jereimposed both
on serviced holdings as well as on non-serviced hol-
dings.

17. Since this limit was set in 1960s inflation has ero-
ded the value so much that no structure now ~uali-
fies in any Pourashava for exemption for this rea-
son.

18. The rate is however very 10"; in bet.'ieenTko 25
and Tk. 100 per year - mostly on the lower side of
this rate.

19. In case of owner-occupied houses a rebate of 25%
is allowed on annual valuation Hhich is not given
to rented houses.

20. This 97 per cent distribution formula is effective
from 1981-82. Previously 95 per cent was distributed
to the Pourashavas keeping 5 per cent for aG~inis-
trative expenses.

~1. The Bengal Registration Manual 1928, which. the offi-
cers follow, states that

"Officers are not responsible for checking the
evaluation of the property" (page 83).

22. As was found in case of Pourasnav2 revenue data for
1982-83 which the author collected from the M/C LG
and RD, Dhaka.
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23, 24, 25. See Bahl, Roy "Inter Governmental Grant
in Bangladesh", Interim Report Number 10, Zilla
Roads/Local Finance Project, Syracuse University,
USA.

26. See Asaduzzaman, M., "Local Level Resource Mobilisa-'
tion in Bangladesh", a Report (Draft) for the Bang-
ladesh Planning commission, under Taxation Studies
Project, BIDS, Agargaon, Dhaka, pp. 189-190.

27. See Dhaka ~unicipal Corporation, "Finance Management
Study", United Nations Centre for Human Settlement
(UNCHS), Habitat Housing Development Project Report,
No. BGD/81/004, UDD, M/O Works, Bangladesh, Oct.
1985, pp. 104-105.

28. See, for example, Asaduzzaruan, 1"i. "Local Level Re-
source Mobilization in Bangladeshi!, BIDS, Dhaka,
1985, p. 28, and J"ames AIm, !lThe Immovable Propert~v.
Transfer Tax in Banglaoeshl!, InteTim Report No . .3,
Zilla R02.ds/Local Finan:::'8 Project: Dhaka, 198L, p.42.

29. Officials in Bogra Pourashava have suggested 'for
still higher rate. They proposed for a rate of 5%.
Patuakhali proposed for a rate of 2% and Tangail
and Comilla proposed 3% each.

30. The proposed. rates have
mind the rise in price
thos~ rates were fix8Q.

been
level

e stima ted keeping in
since the time when

31. Eo::; :dahl r~c0:;Jl7iendec. tC1 the ijan[laciesh Government
for e 80-20 shar8 in case of all the local bodies.
He proposed to allocate ir1 thE: re.tia: population-
50%, back~ardne5s-2CZ and performance-20%. See,
B2hl, Roy, IlBangladesh GrE.nt Systemll, Zill.s. Roads/
Local Finance' ?ro.iect, Interim Rsport Eo. 10,
Syracuse University, USA, 1984,' p. 102.

Report for
~1eI'c, BUE1',

lIRaj s11al1i :'O\vTI
Dhaka, p. 14.

Development ALlthority,
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